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Abstract 

Stomatal regulation plays a vital role in maintaining the water status of a plant by minimising water 

loss, however, decreases in stomatal conductance can lead to reductions in carbon uptake. The 

stomata balance a trade-off between water loss and carbon gain. The hydraulic system and stomatal 

conductance are closely linked but play opposing roles within a plant. The hydraulic system ensures 

that there is a sufficient water supply to leaves, while stomatal conductance regulates the loss of 

water from the leaves. During periods of drought, reductions in hydraulic conductance due to 

embolism formation can be seen, however stomatal regulation can help reduce embolism formation 

or prevent runaway cavitation during drought. Understanding how plant hydraulics and stomatal 

regulation influence production rates is becoming more important to model stomatal responses in a 

changing climate, especially for Eucalyptus species which is often grown in drought prone 

environments. Plants use a wide range of strategies to reduce or mitigate the negative impact of 

embolism formation, with this study focusing on the strategies utilised by commercially significant 

Eucalyptus hybrids. Two Eucalyptus hybrids, E. grandis X camaldulensis (GC) and E. urophylla X 

grandis (UG), where subjected to a drought-recovery treatment where they were periodically 

droughted. During the experimental period the stomatal responses, together with transpiration rates, 

photosynthetic capacity and biomass allocation was measured. Hydraulic measurements together 

with CT-scan imaging was also utilised to determine whether these plants can recover lost hydraulic 

pathways post-drought, and what the underlying mechanism for this might be. During the study two 

distinct hydraulic strategies were observed. GC was more resistant to embolism formation 

compared to UG, however GC showed lower levels of hydraulic recovery after rewatering. The 

drought responses could also be split into a resilient v. a resistant response, with the more resilient 

hybrid, UG, maintaining stomatal conductance throughout drought periods running the risk of 

hydraulic failure, however with the ability to recover lost hydraulic pathways through refilling post- 

drought. This is in comparison with the resistant strategy seen in GC, where water loss during 

drought was minimised, however this also reduced carbon uptake and production. From this study 

the stomatal responses could also be accurately modelled using a gain-risk model that assumes 

stomata optimise the trade-off between water loss and carbon gain. It was however clear, that the 

strategy used by plants need to be considered when using a gain-risk model, with the gain-risk 

model performing better for the Eucalyptus hybrid that utilised a resistant strategy, since plants that 

uses a resilient strategy will maintain stomatal conductance during drought, regardless of the 

hydraulic risk. The use of alternative models was also investigated during this study, with Machine 

Learning models being able to accurately predict stomatal responses on a global scale. Major 

increases in tree mortality are predicted due to changes in climate. To properly predict these 

changes, accurate models of plant responses to water limitations and other environmental changes 
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are therefore becoming increasingly important for effective forest management. Understanding how 

hydraulic traits and stomatal regulation covary, can help model drought-induced tree mortality in a 

changing climate. 
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Opsomming 

Die regulasie van gaswisseling deur die huidmondjies is belangrik aangesien dit nie net die verlies 

van water deur transpirasie reguleer nie, maar ook die opname van CO2 wat nodig is vir fotosintese 

en produksie. Die hidroulise sisteem van ‘n plant en huidmondjies is gekoppel, maar speel 

teenoorgestelde rolle. Die hidrouliese sisteem beheer hoeveel water beskikbaar is vir die plant, 

terwyl die huidmondjies water verlies deur transpirasie beheer. Tydens droogtes, word die 

hidrouliese geleiding van water deur die plant bellemer deur die vorming van embolisme/lugborrels. 

Die huidmondjies kan wel die verspreiding van hierdie lugborrels verminder of verhoed deur water 

verlies te beheer. Dit is dus belangrik om te verstaan wat die interaksie tussen die huidmondjies en 

die hidrouliese sisteem van ‘n plant is om akurate modelle van gaswisseling te bou, veral vir 

Eucalyptus spesies, aangesien hulle gereeld in droogte geteisterde areas geplant word. Plante geskik 

van ‘n verskeidenheid van strategieë om die negatiewe impak van embolisme te vermider. Die 

studie het dus gefokus op die strategieë wat Eucalyptus kruise gebruik. Die gaswisseling en groei 

was gemeet van twee Eucalyptus kruise, E. grands X camaldulensis (GC) en E. urophulla X grandis 

(UG), tydens ‘n droogte eksperiment waar die plante vir sekere periodes nie water ontvang het nie. 

Meetings van die hidroulise geleiding en hidroulise einskappe was ook gemeet deur gebruik te 

maak van beide traditionele metodes, sowel as rekenaartomografie-skanderings, om te bepaal of die 

plante van die embolisme/lugborrels in die hidrouliese sisteem kan vul na ‘n droogte. Tydens die 

studie was dit duidelik dat die twee Eucalyptus kruise twee verskillend hidrouliese strategieë benut. 

GC was meer bestand teen droogte en die vorming van embolisme in vergelyking met UG, maar 

GC kon nie die embolisme in die hidroulises sisteem weer vul met water na die droogte nie. Die 

strategieë wat benut was kon ook beskryf word as ‘n weerstandbiedige strategie teenoor ‘n 

veerkragtige strategie. UG het ‘n veerkragtige strategie benut, waar gaswisseling gehandhaaf was 

tydens droogte, maar het ‘n hoër risiko gehad dat die hidrouliese sisteem misluk, terwyl GC ‘n 

weerstandbiedige strategie gehandhaaf het, waar gaswissinling and water verlies deur transpirasie 

verminder was, maar so ook CO2 opname. Tydens die study kon ons ook die gaswisseling voorspel 

deur ‘n wins-risiko model te gebruik wat aaneem dat die huidmondjies ‘n balans vind tusen water 

verlies en CO2 opname. Dit was egter duidelik dat die hidrouliese strategieeë in ag geneem moet 

word, aangesien die model meer akuraat was vir plante wat ‘n weerstandbiedige strategie benut. Dit 

is aangesien ‘n plant wat ‘n veerkragtige strategie benut gaswisseling sal handhaaf tydens droogte, 

ongeag die hidrouliese risiko. Ondersoek was ook ingestel om alternatiewe modelle te gebruik om 

gaswisseling te modelleer en dit was gevind dat masjienleermodelle ook gebruik kan word. 

Grootskaalse sterftes van bome word verwag asgevolg van klimaats verandering. Om die impak van 

dit te voorspel, is dit dus belangrik om akkurate modelle van gaswisseling in reaksie tot klimaats 
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verandering te ontwikkel. As ons verstaan hoe die hidrouliese en gaswisseling sisteme van plante 

reageer, kan ons beter modelle bou om boom streftes te voorspel. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

Plants are constantly balancing a trade-off between water loss and carbon gain. Stomatal regulation 

plays an important role in this by controlling the rate of water loss and carbon gain through CO2 

uptake (Xiong and Nadal 2020). There is increasing evidence that stomatal morphology and 

behaviour have evolved to optimise this trade- off (Sperry et al. 2017). 

 
Stomatal conductance is closely linked to rates of transpiration and carbon uptake within plants. It 

has been shown that regulation of stomatal conductance in leaves are affected by hydraulic changes 

within a plant (Tardieu and Davies 1993). The hydraulic system and stomatal conductance are 

therefore closely linked but play opposing roles within a plant. The hydraulic system ensures that 

there is a sufficient water supply to leaves, while stomatal conductance regulates the loss of water 

from the leaves. This interaction between the hydraulic system and stomatal conductance has an 

influence on the water potential and directly influence the carbon assimilation of a plant (Ding et al. 

2020). 

 
Plant water supply, a major factor in understanding plant-level carbon sequestration, is not only 

regulated by stomatal conductance, but also limited by a decrease in hydraulic conductance due 

mainly to embolism formation (Tyree and Sperry 1988, Sperry et al. 1993). This reduction of xylem 

conductance cannot be directly regulated by the plant, but it is generally understood that plants can 

use stomatal regulation to help prevent runaway cavitation (Sperry et al. 1993). 

 
Plants incur an opportunity cost during drought when soil water becomes limiting to conductance 

and growth (Lu et al. 2020). The historic reduction in soil water experienced by a plant during 

drought will control the hydraulic limitation for as long as embolism persists and will influence 

subsequent photosynthesis (Xiong and Nadal 2020). This is particularly important in Eucalyptus, 

which are often grown in drought-prone environments and are highly responsive to water 

availability following drought (Saadaoui et al. 2017, Binkley et al. 2020). 

 
A wide range of water use strategies have been observed within Eucalyptus (Saadaoui et al. 2017), 

however there is uncertainty as to how hydraulic and stomatal responses of Eucalyptus species are 

coordinated, especially under drought conditions (Zhang et al. 2016). Trees use a variety of 

strategies to mitigate or reduce drought induced hydraulic failure (Choat et al. 2012) and recovery 

of hydraulic conductance after drought stress can also be an important mechanism used to avoid 
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drought induced mortality (Klein et al. 2018, Saunders and Drew 2021). The underlying mechanism 

of hydraulic recovery is, however, still poorly understood (Klein et al. 2018). 

 
Stomata play an important part in regulating not only water loss within a plant, but they also 

regulate carbon uptake (Schulze and Hall 1982, Morrison 1987, Xiong and Nadal 2020). By 

understanding stomatal and hydraulic responses within a plant, predictions of plant productivity can 

be improved (Menezes‐Silva et al. 2019). Although plants can regulate water loss through both 

hydraulic properties as well as through stomatal responses, stomatal responses are dynamic and can 

change over short time periods (Aloni 2015, Tng et al. 2018). By understanding how hydraulic traits 

and stomatal responses covary, plant scientists can get a better insight into how trees respond during 

drought and post-drought (McDowell et al. 2008). 

 
Aims and Objectives 

Multiple models have been proposed to explain combined processes of photosynthesis, transpiration 

and carbon transport within a plant, but few focus on the response of stomata to both carbon 

assimilation and water loss during drought and post-drought recovery (Whitehead et al. 1996, 

Damour et al. 2010, Nikinmaa et al. 2014, Coussement et al. 2018). 

 
This knowledge gap is even wider in the eucalypts, very likely the world’s most widely planted 

hardwoods (Myburg et al. 2014). A wide variability of drought responses exist among Eucalyptus 

(Bourne et al. 2017, Saadaoui et al. 2017). In the studies reported in this thesis, attention is paid to 

the basis of these differences by elucidating the underlying physiology, particularly in terms of how 

embolism recovery influences photosynthesis and what role stomatal regulation plays in observed 

drought responses. 

 
The aims of the research in the PhD study reported in this thesis were therefore to: 

• Better understand the mechanism for drought recovery through embolism refilling 

• Determine if the strategy of drought recovery or resistance is related to specific physiological 

or anatomical variables 

• Determine if stomata regulation optimises between carbon gain and water loss and how this is 

affected by drought and drought recovery 

• Investigate if delayed/partial hydraulic recovery response affects stomatal conductance via a 

modelling approach 

• Understand how hydraulic and stomatal traits influence drought strategies and determine how 

this affects production 

• Investigate the use of machine learning as a method for predicting stomatal responses 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

 

This chapter will give a brief overview of plant hydraulics and photosynthesis. A more 

comprehensive literature review, pertaining to each topic, can be found within each specific chapter. 

 

Plant water relations 

Hydraulic conductance 

The hydraulic conductance of plants refers to the flow rate of water through the xylem due to a 

change in the water potential gradients seen within a plant (Sperry et al. 1993, Sperry and Love 

2015). 

 
 

where kh is hydraulic conductance (kg s-1 Mpa-1 m-1), Q is sap flow (kg m-2 h-1) and  is the 

water potential gradient. 

 
The hydraulic conductance can also be calculated as a function of the measured sapwood area. 

 

 

where ks is the specific hydraulic conductance (kg s-1 m-1 MPa-1) and As is the sapwood area (m2). 

The resistance of xylem can be calculated as the inverse of hydraulic conductance (Zimmerman 

1983). 

 
Embolism and xylem cavitation 

Transpiration drives water through the soil-plant-atmosphere continuum (SPAC). Loss of water 

through transpiration is unavoidable since stomata need to open in order to absorb carbon dioxide 

for photosynthesis (Xiong and Nadal 2020). Transpiration increases the water pressure gradients 

between the soil and plant canopies, with the water pressure of plant canopies becoming more 

negative with an increase in transpiration (Tyree and Sperry 1988). 

 
If the gradients become too negative, the continuous water column within the plant can be disturbed 

by dissolved gasses filling the xylem conduit (Tyree and Sperry 1988). If the water gradients 

become more negative, the air bubble can increase in size until the xylem conduit is filled 
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preventing the movement of water. This process is known as xylem cavitation with the blocking of 

the xylem conduit known as embolism (Tyree and Sperry 1988). 

 
The hydraulic structure of plants influences the movement of water through the SPAC, but also 

determine how vulnerable plants are to xylem cavitation (Xiong and Nadal 2020). It has been 

suggested that there is a trade-off between xylem structure that is efficient, which will result in 

higher productivity, and xylem structure that is less vulnerable to cavitation (Gleason et al. 2016). 

Various studies suggest that this trade-off can be seen since larger xylem conduits, which allow for 

higher water transport efficiency, are more vulnerable to cavitation than their smaller counter parts 

(Wheeler et al. 2005, Hacke et al. 2006, Gleason et al. 2016). 

 
Although there is a correlation between xylem conduit size and vulnerability to cavitation, it has 

been suggested that it is due to the area of pits observed on the xylem (Wheeler et al. 2005). The 

“rare pit” hypothesis proposes that the pit area increases with xylem conduit size. The likelihood of 

finding larger pits is therefore higher, which will allow for embolism to spread more easily 

(Wheeler et al. 2005). The anatomical differences in pits seen between species also result in 

differences in vulnerability of xylem to cavitation (Tyree et al. 1995). 

 
Xylem cavitation and embolism formation can be caused by drought (Sperry and Pockman 1993) 

with embolism formation even seen in plants that are only slightly water stressed. Embolism 

restricts the movement through the SPAC and influence water pressure gradients seen in the plant. 

Increased negative water pressure gradients can lead to stomatal closure (Becker et al. 2000). 

Stomatal closure helps prevent water loss through transpiration, but also affects CO2 uptake needed 

for photosynthesis (Kramer and Boyer 1995, Becker et al. 2000). Xylem cavitation is unavoidable 

and has a significant effect on plant productivity and growth (Lo Gullo and Salleo 1992). 

 
The extent of embolism formation is often measured as the percentage loss of hydraulic 

conductance (PLC). PLC is calculated as the ratio of measured hydraulic conductance over 

maximum hydraulic conductance (Choat et al. 2010). 

 
 

where kmax is the maximum hydraulic conductance and kint is the measured hydraulic conductance. 

Vulnerability curves are used to describe the loss of hydraulic conductance due to embolism 

formation. Vulnerability curves show the percentage loss of hydraulic conductance as a function of 

xylem water potential/pressure (Choat et al. 2010) 
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Drought stress 

The hydraulic conductance of a plant has a significant effect on the plant water balance and 

fluctuates in response to environmental changes (Maurel and Chrispeels 2001). Differences in 

physiological and morphological characteristics can explain differences in drought tolerance seen 

between various species. 

 
Plants cannot regulate the reduction in hydraulic conductance due to embolism formation but can 

however regulate other mechanism like stomatal conductance to help and manage the spread of 

embolism (Sperry et al. 2002). Changes in stomatal conductance or reduction in leaf area helps to 

decrease the demand on the water supply (Silva et al. 2004). Difference in hydraulic conductance 

and the vulnerability of xylem to cavitation can also be seen in species with different tolerances to 

drought stress, with drought resistant species being able to tolerate more negative water pressure 

gradients (Tyree and Ewers 1991). 

 
In species with high resistance to xylem cavitation, it has been found that the xylem cell wall is 

reinforced (Hacke et al. 2001, Jacobsen et al. 2005). Fernandez et al (2019) found that Eucalyptus 

species that are resistant to cavitation, have an increased ‘halo –area’, that consist out of tracheid 

and parenchyma cells, surrounding xylem vessels (Barotto et al. 2016, Fernández et al. 2019). The 

‘halo-area’ helps to reinforce xylem conduits to withstand higher pressure gradients. An increase in 

the ‘halo-area’ also positively correlates with higher P50 (pressure gradient at which 50 % of 

hydraulic conductance is lost) (Fernández et al. 2019). 

 
A decrease in plant hydraulic conductance due to a reduction to water availability has been 

documented in various species (Maherali et al. 2004, Silva et al. 2004). The effect of drought stress 

on production is highly linked to changes in hydraulic conductance. It is important to understand the 

different mechanisms that govern the responses of plant species to drought stress to understand how 

plant production will be affected by changes in climate. 

 
Embolism Recovery 

Embolism formation restricts the water movement within a plant and reduces hydraulic conductance 

(Becker et al. 2000), which is one of the main causes of drought-induced tree mortality (Anderegg, 

Plavcová, et al. 2013) . Plants have developed a range of strategies to deal with this ranging from 

regrowth of new xylem vessels, avoiding embolism formation through stomatal closure and refilling 

of embolised vessels (Ogasa et al. 2013, Sperry and Love 2015, Klein et al. 2018). Many studies 
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have focussed on how plants avoid embolism formation (Gleason et al. 2016, Barotto et al. 2018), 

with less focus given to other strategies like embolism recovery (Klein et al. 2018). 

 
It has been found that many species operate with xylem tensions close to the point of critical 

runaway cavitation, but that these species can recover when soil water pressure is increased again 

(Choat et al. 2012, Ogasa et al. 2013). This might suggest that these species use a hydraulic strategy 

of hydraulic recovery after drought, where embolism refilling takes place (Klein et al. 2018), rather 

than a strategy of embolism avoidance (Trifilò et al. 2014, 2015). 

 
There is, however, still a debate surrounding the possibility of embolism refilling, with many 

researchers still speculating on whether refilling can take place over short time periods (Cochard et 

al. 2001, Nardini et al. 2011, Klein et al. 2018). There is also still uncertainty regarding what the 

underlying mechanism are for embolism refilling (Nardini et al. 2011). 

 
It has been well established that embolism refilling can take place when water pressure in the soil 

increases (Brodersen and McElrone 2013), with evidence of embolism refilling overnight even 

found in a few Eucalyptus species (Ogasa et al. 2013, Zeppel et al. 2019). It has been proposed that 

the availability of carbohydrates also play a role in embolism recovery by changing osmotic 

gradients within the plant (Nardini et al. 2011, Tomasella, Casolo, et al. 2019, Tomasella, 

Petrussa, et al. 2019). It has also been proposed that embolism refilling is energy dependent 

and that the availability of sugars in the apoplast can aid hydraulic recovery (Secchi et al. 

2021). Evidence in support of this has been found with the upregulation of genes relating to 

carbohydrate metabolism seen in parenchyma during drought (Secchi and Zwieniecki 2010). 

 
The phenomenon of embolism reversal can be an important strategy used by plants, however it is 

clear that more information regarding what the underlying mechanisms for embolism refilling is or 

which species rely on embolism refilling is needed (Nardini et al. 2011, Klein et al. 2018). A better 

understanding of hydraulic recovery strategies used by plants will also help us to get a better 

understanding of how plants will respond to future changes in climate. 

 
Photosynthesis 

Modelling photosynthesis and stomatal conductance 

The physiological model of Farquhar, van Caemmer and Berry (1980) has been widely used to 

model photosynthesis at leaf scale. The model simplifies photosynthesis by simulating CO2 

assimilation in response to key variables (Bernacchi et al. 2013). Because of its simplicity, the 
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model has performed well in various studies (Farquhar et al. 1980). A variety of biochemical 

parameters are required to use the model, with the most important parameters being the maximum 

electron transport rate, the maximum Rubisco capacity and the quantum use efficiency (Farquhar et 

al 1980). Due to the performance of the model, there has been an increase in availability of these 

parameters for various species seen in literature (Bernacchi et al. 2002, Yin and Struik 2009). 

 
The use of the biochemical model however requires the value of the interior CO2. The model has 

therefore been linked with a stomatal conductance model to calculate the intercellular CO2 

concentration. The Farquhar model has also been adapted to include the mesophyll conductance to 

calculate the CO2 partial pressure at the chloroplast, increasing the robustness of the model (Wang 

and Leuning 1998, Yin and Struik 2009, Fatichi et al. 2019). These changes link stomatal 

conductance to CO2 assimilation (Farquhar et al. 1980, Fatichi et al. 2019). 

 
The robustness of this biochemical model has been proven in various studies, however the type of 

stomatal conductance model used has been criticised, since these models are mainly empirical 

(Buckley 2017, Fatichi et al. 2019). Empirical models are wildly used for plant modelling; however 

the underlying controls are not considered in empirical models (Buckley 2017). Process-based 

models for stomatal conductance do exist (Buckley and Mott 2013, Buckley 2017), with most of 

them focusing on stomatal response to changes in water relations within the leaf and cells (Vialet- 

Chabrand et al. 2017). 

 
One of the most widely used stomatal conductance model, the Ball-berry model for stomatal 

conductance, requires a sensitivity parameter to calculate the interior CO2 concentration. The 

sensitivity parameter varies with changes in water potential and is difficult to capture for all leaves 

in a canopy (Tenhunen et al. 1977). Various models have been proposed to couple photosynthesis to 

leaf water potential. Stomatal conductance regulates both photosynthesis and water loss and is often 

used as the key coupling variable in photosynthetic models (Kim and Lieth 2003, Tuzet et al. 2003, 

Dewar et al. 2018). 

 
Tuzet et al (2003) proposed a model that couples, water movement in the plant, stomatal 

conductance, the leaf energy balance and photosynthesis. The model uses the Farquhar, von 

Caemmer and Berry model to calculate photosynthesis (Farquhar et al. 1980, Tuzet et al. 2003). The 

model developed by Dewar (2002) combined the stomatal-conductance models of Tardieu-Davies 

and Ball-Berry-Leuning (Ball et al. 1987, Tardieu and Davies 1993, Leuning 1995, Dewar 2002). In 

the Tardieu-Davies model, stomatal conductance was calculated from changes in abscisic acid 
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(ABA) concentration and leaf water potential, while the Ball-Berry-Leuning model calculated 

stomatal conductance from VPD, CO2 partial pressure and net photosynthetic rates without taking 

the change in leaf water status into account (Ball et al. 1987). Buckley et al (2003) developed a 

hydro-mechanical model that incorporates feedback loops where guard cell pressure is regulated by 

a portion of the turgor pressure in the leaf. 

 
Optimisation models have also been proposed as an alternative to empirical stomatal models 

(Cowan and Farquhar 1977, Sperry et al. 2017). Optimisation models propose that plants will allow 

water loss to increase productivity and CO2 uptake when water is abundant, however plants will 

sacrifice productivity during drought to minimise water loss (Schulze and Hall 1982, Morrison 

1987). Although optimisation models have successfully explained some empirical models for 

stomatal conductance (Manzoni et al. 2011, Lin et al. 2015), these models are still not often used 

since it is not clear how to interpret certain water use efficiency parameters within the model 

(Buckley et al. 2017). Although optimisation models show promise in modelling stomatal 

conductance, there is still not a lot of research focussing on the use and testing of these models for 

different plant species. In a review done by Damour et al. (2010) on stomatal conductance models, 

optimisation models were not even covered, highlighting the need for further investigation into the 

use of these models (Damour et al. 2010). 

 
The link between photosynthesis and hydraulic conductance 

Stomatal regulation plays an important role in the overall carbon and water balance of plants by 

controlling the rate of water loss and carbon gain through CO2 uptake. Plants are constantly 

balancing a trade-off between water loss and carbon gain (Xiong and Nadal 2020). If the loss of 

water through transpiration exceeds the water supplied from the soil and roots, the relative water 

content of the plant decreases (Lambers et al. 1998). When stomata close in response to drought, a 

reduction in CO2 uptake is seen, which in effect reduces the photosynthetic capacity of plants. 

 
Drought stress has both direct and indirect effects on photosynthesis. Not only is CO2 uptake 

reduced, but reductions in the efficiency of carboxylation have also been seen as a response to 

drought stress (Ramanjulu et al. 1998). Reductions in leaf area (through the shedding of leaves) 

have also been noted in plants experiencing drought stress (Rouhi et al. 2007). This helps decrease 

the net assimilation rate and reduces the demand on the water supply. Reductions in stomatal 

conductance and assimilation rate per leaf area have been noted in species that are more resistant to 

drought (Rouhi et al. 2007). Franks (2005) showed that stomatal conductance and assimilation rates 
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are connected, with assimilation rates decreasing with a decrease in stomatal conductance (Franks 

2006). 

 
Stomatal conductance and the hydraulic system of a plant operate in somewhat opposing roles. The 

hydraulic system ensures the water supply, while stomatal conductance regulates the water loss 

through transpiration. This interaction seen between the hydraulic system and stomatal conductance 

has an influence on the water pressure gradient and directly influence the carbon assimilation of a 

plant (Ding et al. 2020). As previously mentioned, the hydraulic conductance of a plant is affected 

by changes in environmental variables, which constrains assimilation rates of plants (Franks 2006). 

Photosynthesis and hydraulic conductance are indirectly connected, through stomatal conductance 

(Brodribb and Jordan 2008). 

 
Various studies have focused on how changes in hydraulic conductance affect photosynthesis. 

Increased hydraulic conductance has been positively correlated with photosynthetic rates and 

stomatal conductance in Phaseolus vulgaris (Sober 1998) and in various angiosperms (Brodribb 

and Feild 2000). Irvine et al. (1998) showed that a decrease in hydraulic conductance was 

associated with stomatal closure and reduced production rates in mature Scots pine (Irvine et al. 

1998). 

 
Eucalyptus and South Africa 

Eucalyptus, an important genus consisting of large number of species, is a member of the 

Myrtaceae family. Eucalyptus species grow in a wide range of habitats, and many are popular for 

commercial hardwood production (Turnbull 2000). Due to their fast-growing nature, rotation 

periods for eucalypt pulp are short (8 – 10years), and they are grown for a wide variety of products 

including for solid wood production, oil and pulp (Morris 2008). In South Africa, commercial 

forestry accounts for more than 1.5 million of agricultural land, with Eucalyptus plantations 

accounting for almost 40 % of the afforested land (Morris 2008, Boreham and Pallett 2009). 

 
The short rotation periods of Eucalyptus also means that Eucalyptus are more sensitive to changes 

in the environment. The high growth rates of Eucalyptus are dependent on high photosynthetic 

rates, which are affected by fluctuations in environmental variables. Although the potential 

production rates of Eucalyptus are high, these rates are not always seen due to suboptimal 

environmental conditions (Whitehead and Beadle 2004). 
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One of the main environmental variables that limit growth rates in South Africa is the availability of 

water. Eucalyptus plantations in South Africa are therefore mainly located in higher rainfall areas 

(DWAF 2005). Dye (1996) showed that the availability of water has a significant effect on tree 

growth, especially in South Africa, where temperatures and soil types are optimal for forestry (Dye 

1996, 2000). Understanding the relationship between water transport and photosynthesis and how 

this relationship is affected by changes in climate, is important to understand growth and production 

rates of Eucalyptus. 

 
In South Africa, and other drought-prone countries like Australia (Li et al. 2005), shifts in 

precipitation and temperature are predicted due to climate change. Areas with optimal 

environmental conditions for forestry are likely to shift (Warburton and Schulze 2008). 

Understanding how Eucalyptus species respond to changes in water availability, will give valuable 

insight into the management of Eucalyptus plantations in a changing environment. 
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Abstract
Key message A high-risk hydraulic strategy might be linked to embolism recovery in Eucalyptus hybrids, allowing plants 
to have high hydraulic conductivity regardless of safety.
Abstract Plants use a variety of strategies to mitigate or reduce drought-induced hydraulic failure. Recovery of hydraulic 
conductivity after drought stress can be an important mechanism used to avoid drought-induced mortality; however, the 
underlying mechanism of hydraulic recovery is still poorly understood. We examined the hydraulic recovery response between 
E. grandis × camaldulensis (GC) and E. urophylla × grandis (GU) after drought. We aimed to determine if there is a trade-
off between xylem safety and hydraulic recovery and what the underlying mechanism might be. Destructive measurements 
together with X-ray microtomography measurements were used to determine the extent of hydraulic recovery at various 
time intervals. We found two distinct hydraulic strategies used by plants. GC was more resistant to embolism formation as 
compared to UG; however, GC showed lower levels of hydraulic recovery after rewatering. Larger vessel sizes were related 
to increases in drought vulnerability. Hydraulic recovery was also related to functional traits of cells surrounding vessels, 
highlighting the possible role that these cells play to increase hydraulic conductance in the xylem and increasing connectiv-
ity between vessels. Our study suggest that hydraulic recovery can be an important hydraulic strategy used by Eucalyptus 
hybrids in response to drought. A high-risk hydraulic strategy might be linked to embolism recovery, allowing plants to have 
high hydraulic resistance regardless of safety.

Keywords Embolism · Recovery · Refilling · Drought stress

Introduction

An increase in drought-induced tree mortality (Hammond 
et al. 2019), which can be expected to have a significant 
impact on plant survival in a changing climate, has been 
found in several studies in the last few years (Anderegg 
et al. 2013; Allen et al. 2015; McDowell et al. 2018). Major 
increases in tree mortality are likely to have an impact on 
global carbon and hydrological cycles (Bonan 2008). It is, 

therefore, important to understand the strategies that trees 
use to avoid drought-driven mortality to improve produc-
tion and vegetation models (Fatichi et al. 2019; Hammond 
et al. 2019).

During drought stress the continuous water column in the 
xylem can be disrupted by the formation of air bubbles or 
embolism which can reduce hydraulic conductivity leading 
to hydraulic failure (Tyree and Sperry 1988; Sperry et al. 
2017; Xiong and Nadal 2020). Embolism formation restricts 
the water movement through the soil–plant–atmosphere-con-
tinuum (SPAC) and can lead to stomatal closure which helps 
prevent further water loss (Becker et al. 2000). However, this 
leads to a reduction in  CO2 uptake which is needed for pho-
tosynthesis (Kramer and Boyer 1995; Becker et al. 2000). 
The restriction of water movement through the SPAC also 
affects the transport of carbohydrates, ultimately limiting 
metabolism and growth (McDowell et al. 2008; Anderegg 
et al. 2015; Trugman et al. 2018).
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A wide range of strategies are used by plants to mitigate 
or reduce hydraulic failure, ranging from avoiding embolism 
formation, refilling embolism or repairing damaged hydrau-
lic pathways through regrowth (Ogasa et al. 2013; Sperry 
and Love 2015; Klein et al. 2018). Many previous studies 
have focussed on how plants avoid hydraulic failure (Pitter-
mann et al. 2006; Gleason et al. 2016; Venturas et al. 2017; 
Barotto et al. 2018), with focus not always given to recovery 
strategies deployed by plants (Klein et al. 2018). While it has 
been suggested by several researchers that plants can recover 
lost hydraulic conductance, there is still a debate about the 
underlying mechanisms and whether or not recovery can 
take place over short time periods (Cochard et al. 2001; Nar-
dini et al. 2011; Klein et al. 2018).

It is well established that embolism refilling can take 
place when soil water potential increases (Brodersen and 
McElrone 2013; Niu et al. 2017), with evidence showing that 
some species refill embolism at night following increases 
in soil water potential (Ogasa et al. 2013; Brodersen and 
McElrone 2013; Klein et al. 2018; Zeppel et al. 2019). The 
use of nonstructural carbohydrates (NSC’s) have also been 
suggested to play a role in aiding hydraulic recovery (Nar-
dini et al. 2011; Tomasella et al. 2019a, b). Liu et al. (2019) 
found that corticular photosynthesis promoted accumula-
tion of NSC’s in the bark and was correlated with water 
uptake assisting in hydraulic recovery, while Secchi et al. 
(2021) showed that recovery is energy dependant and that 
the accumulation of sugars within the apoplast assisted in 
recovery. The physiological characteristics of plants related 
to embolism refilling and whether the strategies used by 
plants depend on their resistance to cavitation is, however, 
still largely unknown (Ogasa et al. 2013; Fernández et al. 
2019).

Understanding these phenomena is of particular relevance 
to the genus Eucalyptus, a planted hardwood with a wide 
distribution (Myburg et al. 2014) and of great commercial 
significance. It has been shown that there is a wide varia-
tion in hydraulic responses to drought within the Eucalyp-
tus genus (Bourne et al. 2017). Recent work by Choat et al. 
(2018) using CT imaging found that embolised vessels in 
various Eucalyptus spp. were not completely refilled even 
72 h after rewatering, however evidence of possible partial 
refilling was seen. Complete recovery was however not seen 
in the experiment, with air bubbles persisting in all vessels 
to some degree (Choat et al. 2018). Work done by Zeppel 
et al. (2019), however, showed evidence of hydraulic recov-
ery within Eucalyptus spp. after 12 h rewatering.

Measurements of hydraulic recovery using percentage 
loss of hydraulic conductance (Ogasa et al. 2013; Zeppel 
et al. 2019) have, however, been criticised for possible meas-
urement artefacts caused by cutting xylem under tension, 
which allows the entry of air into vessels even when xylem 
is excised under water (Wheeler et al. 2013; Torres-Ruiz 

et al. 2015). The significance of these artefacts has, however, 
also been questioned (Trifilò et al. 2014; Ogasa et al. 2016), 
with some authors arguing that rehydration to relax xylem 
tension might be the cause of discrepancies seen in measure-
ments and should be accompanied by in vivo measurements 
as well (Nardini et al. 2011, 2017; Ogasa et al. 2016; Savi 
et al. 2016; Nolf et al. 2017).

Despite concerns regarding measurement artifacts lead-
ing to overestimating xylem vulnerability to embolism 
(Wheeler et al. 2013; Torres-Ruiz et al. 2015; Charrier 
et al. 2016; Lamarque et al. 2018), the number of studies 
showing recovery when there is a reduction in drought 
stress has been growing (Brodersen and McElrone 2013; 
Nardini et al. 2017; Brodersen et al. 2018; Liu et al. 2019; 
Tomasella et al. 2019a; Secchi et al. 2021). Studies combin-
ing in vivo measurements, such as X-ray microtomography 
(Kim and Lee 2010; Torres-Ruiz et al. 2015; Choat et al. 
2015; Knipfer et al. 2016) and magnetic resonance imaging 
(Zwieniecki et al. 2013; Ogasa et al. 2016) with traditional 
measurements of embolism formation and recovery, can 
help validate recovery responses seen in the xylem (Nardini 
et al. 2017).The use of CT scans has created the opportunity 
to study embolism recovery in conjunction with traditional 
hydraulic measurement methods to avoid possible contro-
versies regarding refilling. More studies are also needed 
where plants are not rewatered, to exclude refilling through 
increased root pressure.

In response to these questions, we looked at a variety of 
physiological variables related to the hydraulics of a plant 
to understand the drought recovery response, focussing on 
two physiologically contrasting commercial Eucalyptus 
hybrids. We focussed on using both hydraulic measurements 
and imaging methods (micro-CT) of hydraulic recovery. We 
aimed to (1) determine if the strategy of xylem embolism 
recovery and xylem embolism resistance is related to spe-
cific physiological or anatomical variables and (2) determine 
if there is a trade-off between xylem safety and a plants abil-
ity to recover from embolism after drought.

Methods

Plant material

All work was done using 42 potted rooted cuttings of two 
Eucalyptus hybrids. A 2-year-old E. grandis X camaldulen-
sis (GC) (n = 21) and E. urophylla × grandis (UG) (n = 21) 
plants were grown under the same conditions under shade 
netting and were watered to field capacity twice a day prior 
to experimental work. Plants were grown in 2 L pots in a 
soil mixture with a ratio of 1:2 fine sand and composted 
pine bark. When plants were initially planted in pots, plants 
were fertilised once with a composted chicken manure. 
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Plants were then periodically fertilised with the controlled 
release Haifo Multicote 8 (N:15%, P:3%, K:12%, S:7%) fer-
tiliser until the start of sampling. The height of plants varied 
between 0.7 and 1.2 m, with the canopy starting roughly 
halfway up the stem. No significant difference in height was 
seen between the two hybrids. The average stem diameter of 
all plants was 6.47 ± 0.94 mm as measured at 20 cm above 
the base of the stem. All measurements were done during 
May–December 2020.

Vulnerability curves

Vulnerability curves were constructed using the bench dehy-
dration method and plotting the changes of hydraulic con-
ductivity over xylem water potential (Ψx) (Tyree and Sperry 
1988). The xylem tension at which stems lose 50% of their 
hydraulic conductance (P50) is used as a measure of how 
resistant plants are to embolism formation caused by drought 
(Martin-StPaul et al. 2017).

Plants were cut at the base of the stem before dawn, 
placed in water and covered with a black plastic bag before 
being transported to the laboratory where they were dried to 
different Ψx. Bench dehydration was used as it relies on des-
iccation and the introduction of artefactual embolism can be 
minimised as compared to methods like the centrifuge tech-
nique (López et al. 2018). Xylem water potential was meas-
ured from excised leaves using a pressure chamber (SKYE 
plant moisture system, SKPM 1400 series). Cut plants were 
placed in a sealed bag with a damp paper towel and allowed 
to equilibrate water potential between leaves and stem for 
30 min before any measurements were made.

After Ψx measurements were made, hydraulic conductiv-
ity (Kh) was measured to obtain Ψx and Kh pairs. Stems were 
recut roughly 2–5 cm above the base of the plant while being 
submerged in water. Stem segments of 15–20 cm, which is 
more than half the stem length, were then cut while sub-
merged and ends were shaved with a razer blade before 
being connected to tubes. Using gravity to create a hydrau-
lic pressure head, samples were first perfused with distilled 
water and measurements were only made when the flow rate 
became stable after a few minutes (Torres-Ruiz et al. 2012). 
It is important to note that although steps have been taken 
to minimise cutting artifacts, possible cutting artifacts could 
however have occurred during sample preparation.

The Kh was calculated as the flowrate (kg  s−1) over the 
water potential difference  (MPa−1) along the stem segment. 
The hydraulic pressure head never exceeded 5.5 kPa to 
ensure that emboli were not artificially flushed during meas-
urements. Flowrate was measured on an analytical balance, 
which can make measurements up to 3 decimal points, as 
change in water mass over time. Flowrate was measured at 
three different hydraulic pressure heads, including flow rate 
at no hydraulic pressure head to improve the accuracy of 

Kh measurements of each stem segment (Torres-Ruiz et al. 
2012).

Xylem recovery index

The Xylem Recovery Index (XRI) is based on the ratio 
of hydraulic conductivity under rewatered conditions 
and wet conditions (Ogasa et  al. 2013). Zeppel et  al. 
(2019) adjusted the XRI to account for the extent of 
drought experienced. The hydraulic method similar to 
the method used to construct vulnerability curves was 
used to make hydraulic measurements. Plants were dehy-
drated until more than 65% of hydraulic conductivity was 
lost based on Ψx (UG: mean = − 2.86 ± − 0.9 MPa; GC: 
mean = − 3.26 ± − 0.23 MPa). Cut stems with intact canopies 
that were dehydrated during the construction of vulnerability 
curves were rehydrated overnight (at least 15 h) by placing 
the cut base of stems in water before measuring the hydrau-
lic conductivity of each species after rewatering. Hydraulic 
measurements were made in three stems of plants before 
dehydration, on three stems of plants that were dehydrated 
and then three stems of plants that were rehydrated over 
night after dehydration.

The hydraulic conductivity of cut stems of plants were 
measured before drought, during drought and after rewater-
ing using the method described above. XRI can be calcu-
lated as:

where KhD is the Kh measured during drought, KhRW is the 
Kh measured after rewatering and KhW is the Kh measured 
before drought is induced.

Micro‑CT scans and Image analysis

Plants were cut at the base of the stem late afternoon before 
scanning and allowed to dehydrate over night until > 65% loss 
of hydraulic conductivity was achieved based on leaf water 
potential (Ψl) measurements. Dehydrated cut stems with plant 
canopies intact were scanned the following morning and then 
placed in water to allow rehydration after scanning for two 
hours. Cut plants with intact canopies were rehydrated for 2 h 
by placing cut base of stems in water. A single replication 
was also done on plants that were rehydrated for 24 h. Leaf 
water potential measurements were done on rehydrated plants 
to ensure that recovery took place. The rehydrated plants were 
then rescanned. The scanned area on the stem was marked 
to ensure that the same area was rescanned over time. Scans 
were taken in the central part of the stem below leaf forma-
tion, which was more than 16 cm away from the cut base. The 
scanned distance from the cut also minimised any recovery 

XRI =
K
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artefacts seen as a result of capillary action. It is important 
to note that although steps were taken to minimise the intro-
duction of artefactual embolism, it could not have been fully 
excluded from the study. The duration of scans was 30 min 
and to ensure that plants lost minimal amount of water during 
scans, the leaves of plants were wrapped in clingwrap and the 
cut stem was sealed with parafilm for the duration of the scan.

All scans were done at the CT facility situated at Stellen-
bosch University (du Plessis et al. 2016). To generate an image 
with 15 µm voxel size, 1800 projections were taken during a 
360° rotation with 140 kV and 80 µA. Cross-sectional (2D) 
images were extracted from the middle of the 3D scan volume 
using Volume Graphics VGStudioMax 3.1. An adaptive Gauss 
filter was used to reduce noise in the image.

All cross-sectional images were further analysed using the 
image analysis software ImageJ (Schneider et al. 2012). A 
threshold was applied to all images to extract only black pixels. 
This ensured that only air-filled vessels were captured, since 
air appeared as black on images due to density differences. To 
determine which vessels refilled, an overlay was created with 
images taken at dehydration and after rewatering. Images were 
aligned based on feature selection and visually inspected to 
ensure alignment (Fig. 1). Within ImageJ, the analyse par-
ticles function was used to measure vessel dimensions and 
co-ordinates. Vessel co-ordinates were used to calculate the 
distance to the nearest vessel neighbour as well as the distance 
of vessels from the perimeter of the stem.

To determine which vessels were embolised during dehy-
dration, cross sectional slices of stems were made after the CT 
scanning and stained with an alcian blue and safranin solution. 
Images of the cross sections and 2D images generated from the 
CT scans were aligned based on feature selection (Figs. 10 and 
11 in supplementary material). To determine the accuracy of 
vessel area extraction during image processing, the percentage 
extracted vessel area was compared with the black/white pixel 
ratio of the original cross-sectional CT images.

In between scans, plants were removed from the CT scanner 
and placed in water. The plants had to be placed back in the 
CT scanner after rewatering. Even though the area that was 
scanned was marked on each stem, there was a small margin 
of error due to alignment differences.

The theoretical hydraulic conductivity (kg  MPa−1  s−1 m) 
was calculated for all embolised and refilled vessels (Tombesi 
et al. 2010). The Kh of embolised and refilled vessels were 
calculated based on the Hagen–Poiseuille’s law (Tyree and 
Ewers 1991) modified by Tombesi et al. (2010):

where η is viscosity of water set at 1 ×  10–9 MPs·s; ρ is fluid 
density of water set at 1000 kg  m−3 and d is the radius of a 
vessel (m) (Tombesi et al. 2010).
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Anatomical variables

In order to visually determine the extent to which water exits 
vessels and moves into adjacent tissue, a 1% safranin solu-
tion was allowed to flow through a 15 cm stem segment 
using a similar set-up as described in the vulnerability curve 
methods. This was done for three plants before dehydra-
tion for both hybrids. The hydraulic pressure head ranged 
between 5–7 kPa. The solution flowed through the stem seg-
ment until the safranin solution was seen at the distal end of 
the stem. Cross sections of the stem segments were manually 
made in the middle of each 15 cm stem segment.

The following measurements were made from photos of 
the cross sections using ImageJ software (Schneider et al. 

Fig. 1  Image processing pipeline to extract refilled vessels as cap-
tured from cross-sectional images from CT scans
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2012): vessel area  (mm2), the stained areas  (mm2) (area that 
was stained by the safranin dye outside of the vessel), bridge 
length (µm) (the distance between two vessels if there is a 
continuous stained area between them) and number of con-
necting vessels (vessels that are connected by the stained 
area) (Fig. 2).

Cross-sections of stems after CT scanning was also taken 
and stained with an Alcian blue and safranin solution. This 
allowed for the pattern detection of nonlignified cells sur-
rounding vessels (which can include parenchyma and vasi-
centric tracheids) (Vazquez-Cooz and Meyer 2002).

All images used for processing were obtained using a 
Motic BA310Pol polarizing microscope with the 40× 
objective.

Statistical analysis

All data was tested for normality before analysis. Homoge-
neity of variances was also tested before analysis. A single 
sample t-test was used to test for difference in the recov-
ery strategies, which included the vulnerability curves and 
xylem recovery index, used between the two hybrids.

A Spearman’s correlation matrix was used (since data 
did not show normality) to determine whether there was 
any significant relationship between anatomical features and 
functional hydraulic traits. The relationship between the fol-
lowing variables were tested: vessel area  (mm2), the stained 
area  (mm2), bridge length (µm) and number of connecting 
vessels. A non-parametric Kruskal–Wallis test was used to 
determine if there was a significant difference in anatomi-
cal features and hydraulic traits between hybrids. Distribu-
tion curves were used to compare vessel size distribution 
between the two hybrids.

From the CT-scanned images the percentage difference 
in vessel area and vessel kh was used to determine if vessels 
refilled. Distribution curves were used to compare vessel 
size and the distance of the nearest vessel neighbour distri-
bution between the refilled and embolised vessels for both 
hybrids.

Results

Functional hydraulic traits

The two hybrids exhibited different xylem morphological 
characteristics (Table 1). There was a significant differ-
ence seen in the distribution of vessel sizes between the two 
hybrids (H = 14.139, p < 0.05), with larger vessels found in 
UG but a higher count of vessels in GC (Table 1) (Fig. 3). 
GC showed high counts of smaller vessels with the highest 
frequency of vessels close to its mean. UG had the largest 
vessels with a maximum vessel area of 0.015  mm2 as com-
pared to the maximum vessel size of 0.008  mm2 seen in GC. 

Importantly, there was also a distinct difference seen 
in the hydraulic strategies used by the two hybrids. The 
vulnerability curves of the two hybrids were different, 
with GC losing halve of its hydraulic conductivity at a Ψx 
(P50) of − 2.72 MPa as compared to UG which had a P50 
value of − 2.33 MPa (t = − 2.65, p = 0.008) (Fig. 4). The 
hydraulic recovery response was also different between 

Fig. 2  Safranin stained zone surrounding vessels. The following measurements were made on the photos: Stained zone (a), Bridge length (b) 
and Connecting vessels (c). Photos were taken at a 40× magnification

Table 1  Kruskal–Wallis H value and significance levels of hydraulic 
characteristics between E. urophylla × grandis (UG) and E. grandis × 
camaldulensis (GC)

Mean and standard deviation of hydraulic characteristic of each 
hybrid (n = 3)
Significant values are indicated as follows: * indicates significance 
of 0.05 < p < 0.06, ** indicates significance of 0.001 < p < 0.05, *** 
indicates significance of p < 0.001

Kruskal–Wallis 
test

UG GC

Bridge length 
(µm)

H = 5.109 51.38 ± 38.17 34.933 ± 25.34

Vessel area (µm2) H = 14.139*** 2290 ± 1116 1933.8 ± 3000
Stained area 

(µm2)
H = 52.423*** 9766 ± 5924 5333 ± 4553

Connecting ves-
sels

H = 3.837* 0.957 ± 1.141 1.385 ± 1.624
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the two hybrids. UG had a much higher XRI (H = 3.857, 
p < 0.05) as compared to GC (Fig. 5). It is important to 
note that both hybrids showed a level of hydraulic recov-
ery, with the measured hydraulic conductivity increasing 
after rewatering.

Functional traits of vessels and surrounding cells

There was a significant difference in the area of safra-
nin staining around vessels between the two hybrids 
(H = 52.423, p < 0.05) (Table 1). UG showed larger areas of 
safranin staining when compared with GC (Table 1).

The bridge length (continuous stained distance between 
two vessels) was on average longer in UG (mean = 51.38 µm) 
compared to GC (mean = 34.99 µm). The connecting vessels 
(vessels that are connected by the stained area) were differ-
ent between the two hybrids (H = 3.837, p = 0.05), with more 
connecting vessels seen in GC.

For both hybrids, there was a positive relationship 
between safranin-stained area and vessel size (UG: 
rs = 0.312, p < 0.05; GC: rs = 0.374, p < 0.05). In GC the 
bridge length was significantly correlated to the stained 
area (rs = 0.374, p < 0.05), however this correlation was not 
seen in UG (rs = 0.088, p > 0.05). The vessel area and bridge 
length were not significantly correlated in either hybrid 
(Tables 2 and 3 in Supplementary material).

Patterns of blue staining was also observed around ves-
sels, when cross-sectional stem segments were stained with 
a safranin and Alcian blue double stain.

Recovery response

Plants were dehydrated until  more than 65% 
of hydraulic conductivity was lost  based on 
Ψ l  ( U G :  m e a n  =  −  2 . 8 6  ±  −  0 . 9   M Pa ;  G C : 
mean = − 3.26 ± − 0.23 MPa) and estimated vulnerability 

Fig. 3  Vessel area size distribution of E. urophylla × grandis and E. 
grandis × camaldulensis as percentage over vessel area size

Fig. 4  Vulnerability curves indicating the hydraulic coductivity (Kh: 
kg m  MPa−1   s−1) over decrease xylem water potential (Ψx). A sig-
nificant difference was seen between the curves of the two hybrids 
(t = − 2.65, p = 0.008)

Fig. 5  Mean hydraulic conductivity of stems measured during 
drought and after rewatering. Error bars show 95% confidence inter-
val
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curves. Recovery of Ψl within both species was assessed 
after 2 h of rewatering (UG: mean = − 1.07 ± − 0.64 MPa; 
GC: mean = − 1.13 ± − 0.42 MPa) and 24 h of rewatering 
(UG: − 0.425 ± − 0.26 MPa; GC: − 0.5 ± − 0.20 MPa).

From the CT scan results, evidence of vessel refilling 
was seen for both hybrids (Figs. 6 and 7). When analys-
ing the black/white pixel ratio there was a significant differ-
ence in percentage of vessels seen that refilled between the 
two hybrids (H = 3.857, p < 0.05), with a higher percentage 
of vessels refilling in UG after 2 h (Fig. 8). Similar trends 
were, however, clearly seen whether the black/white pixel 
ratio or the Kh calculated from extracted vessels was used 
during analysis and it was decided to report results of analy-
sis done on the extracted vessel Kh only (Fig. 8). In both 
hybrids the Kh that recovered were however small (UG: 
mean = 2.99 ± 3.31%, GC: mean = 0.35 ± 0.39%). Vessels 
were; however, not analysed on a longitudinal axis during 
CT-scan analysis. No distinguishment was therefore made 
between complete and partial refilling.

When comparing the percentage extracted vessel Kh to 
the black/white pixel ratio of the original cross-sectional 
CT images refilled vessel area was overestimated when ana-
lysing the extracted vessel area. During the image analysis 
in both hybrids there was an overestimate of percentage of 
vessels that recovered during rewatering with an estimated 
mean error of 1.31% in measurements of GC and an esti-
mated mean error of 2.15% in measurements of UG (Fig. 8).

The vessels that embolised in both hybrids were signifi-
cantly closer to each other as compared to the vessels that 
refilled (GC: H = 150.58, p < 0.05, UG: H = 86.18, p < 0.05) 
(Fig. 9).

The vessels that refilled in UG were significantly closer 
to the stem perimeter (H = 719.79, p < 0.5), however this 
trend was not seen in GC (Fig. 9). The vessels that refilled 
in both hybrids had significantly smaller kh than the ves-
sels that stayed embolised (GC: H = 160.65, p < 0.05, UG: 
H = 343.49, p < 0.05).

Discussion

Trade‑off between safety, efficiency and recovery

Although the underlying mechanisms relating to embolism 

Fig. 6  Longitudinal CT sections 
showing refilling of vessels 
in E. urophylla X grandis. 
CT scans show stem when 
dehydrated (a) and 24 h after 
rewatering (b). White arrows 
indicate areas of clear change 
seen after rewatering

Fig. 7  Images showing refilled vessels during dehydration (a) and 
after 2  h of rewatering (b) in E. grandis × camaldulensis. White 
arrows indicate examples of refilled vessels. The white box shows 
area of focus
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recovery are still not well understood, embolism recovery 
is increasingly considered an important hydraulic strat-
egy used by plants in response to drought (Nardini et al. 
2011). Plants often function at Ψx close to hydraulic fail-
ure thresholds (Ogasa et al. 2013). Drought levels in the 
field often exceed P50 values; however, certain plants can 
nonetheless survive post drought (Klein et al. 2011; Trifilò 
et al. 2015).

In this study, there was a trade-off seen between resist-
ance to embolism and ability to recover hydraulic conduct-
ance following drought. Two distinct hydraulic strategies 
were observed between the two Eucalyptus hybrids, with 
the hybrid UG that is considered more drought-vulnerable 
(Van der Willigen and Pammenter 1998; Drew et al. 2009) 
having a higher rate of hydraulic recovery as compared 
to the embolism resistant hybrid. On the other hand, GC 
showed a greater resistance to embolism and hydraulic loss, 
an effect also seen by other authors (Van der Willigen and 
Pammenter 1998; Souden et al. 2020). It has been found 
that there is a correlation between P50 values and a plants 
ability to recover embolism (Klein et al. 2018), indicating 
that there might be a trade-off between hydraulic recovery 
and vulnerability.

Hydraulic measurements have been criticised for over-
estimating drought vulnerability due to the introduction of 
artificial emboli during the cutting procedure (Wheeler et al. 
2013; Torres-Ruiz et al. 2015). Although the possibility 

Fig. 8  Mean percentage vessels that refilled of each hybrid after 2 h 
of re-watering as calculated from black pixels of original CT scans 
and as calculated from extracted vessels after image processing. Error 
bars show 95% confidence interval. A significant difference was seen 
between two hybrids (H = 3.857, p < 0.05)

Fig. 9  Figure a show the mean distance of refilled and embolised ves-
sels to stem perimeter; Figure b show the mean distance of embolised 
and refilled vessels to nearest other vessel. The vessels that embolised 
in both hybrids were significantly closer to each other as compared 
to the vessels that refilled (GC: H = 150.58, p < 0.05, UG: H = 86.18, 

p < 0.05). The vessels that refilled in UG were significantly closer to 
the stem perimeter (H = 719.79, p < 0.5); however, this trend was not 
seen in GC. All information was extracted from CT scan images after 
two hours rewatering for both E. grandis X camaldulensis and E. uro-
phylla × grandis. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals
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of cutting artifacts could not be excluded from the study, 
both hybrids were subjected to the same conditions and 
measurement methods. Different responses could still be 
seen between the two hybrids further supporting that the 
responses seen was not due to measurement artifacts. The 
responses seen in UG and GC in our study; however, cor-
responds with the results seen in other studies where it was 
shown that GC is more resistant to embolism formation and 
drought as compared to UG (Van der Willigen and Pam-
menter 1998; Drew et al. 2009; Saadaoui et al. 2017; Souden 
et al. 2020), further highlighting the possible link to embo-
lism resistance and recovery.

In our study, larger mean vessel area was seen in the UG 
hybrid that is putatively more vulnerable to drought. This 
correlation has been seen in other studies (Hacke et al. 2006; 
Lobo et al. 2018) with the previous studies noting the trade-
off between xylem safety and efficiency, but related it to ves-
sel length and not vessel area (Lens et al. 2011). Fernández 
et al. (2019) found that in several Eucalyptus species, vessel 
safety might be correlated to the area of non-vessel cells sur-
rounding each vessel rather than vessel size.

In the previous studies a trade-off has been observed 
between efficiency and safety of vessels, with larger vessels 
compromised by decreases in safety (Gleason et al. 2016). 
The efficiency of vessels is dependent on their ability to 
transport water, while safety refers to vessels resisting for-
mation and spread of embolism when soil water decreases 
(Sperry 2003). A plant’s ability to recover hydraulic con-
ductance can, however, also increase a plant’s resilience 
against drought, allowing plants to have high efficiency and 
resilience regardless of safety (Ogasa et al. 2013).

The two hydraulic strategies seen within this study, high-
lighted that a high-risk hydraulic strategy might be coupled 
to a plant’s ability to refill embolism. If plants cannot recover 
hydraulic conductance, they might be more conservative 
with the hydraulic strategy they use.

Embolism recovery

In our study, embolism recovery took place in both hybrids 
over short time periods (2–24 h) when plants were rehy-
drated. It has been previously showed that the recovery of 
embolism takes place over short time periods by measur-
ing the percentage loss of hydraulic conductance over a 
drought–recovery cycle (Ogasa et al. 2013; Zeppel et al. 
2019); however, in this study the use of successive CT scans 
on the same samples following rewatering gave further evi-
dence that embolism recovery took place. Although the 
introduction of artefactual embolisms during sample prepa-
ration could not be excluded from the study, both hybrids 
were subjected to the same conditions and measurement 
methods. Different responses could still be seen between 

the two hybrids further supporting that the responses seen 
was not due to measurement artifacts.

Earlier studies proposed that embolism refilling can occur 
within 10 min to a few hours indicating that novel refilling is 
rapid; however, these refilling times have been criticised as 
possible artifacts of destructive measurements and pressure-
induced embolism (Cochard et al. 2000; Hacke and Sperry 
2003; Nardini et al. 2011; Duursma et al. 2019). Hydrau-
lic measurements can be used as evidence that hydraulic 
recovery takes place (Klein et al. 2018); however, the use of 
in vivo measurements in concert with this approach allows 
us to independently visually assess the extent of embolism 
recovery over time (Brodersen and McElrone 2013).

The use of hydraulic measurements in recovery studies 
have been criticised since stem segments are often cut while 
the xylem is under tension and it has been suggested that 
xylem tension should be relaxed before hydraulic measure-
ments take place (Wheeler et al. 2013; Torres-Ruiz et al. 
2015). It is suggested that cutting stem segments while 
xylem is under pressure can lead to the introduction of addi-
tional air bubbles into the xylem leading to overestimating 
xylem vulnerability to drought due to embolism formation 
(Wheeler et al. 2013). The significance of these artifacts 
has; however, been questioned (Trifilò et al. 2014; Ogasa 
et al. 2016). Ogasa et al. (2016) showed that cavitation and 
refilling is seen when xylem excision takes place while under 
tension; however, they found that the occurrence of this is 
not frequent and that artifacts can be minimised by increas-
ing the distance of measurement from the excised end.

The use of micro-CT scans have also cast doubt on the 
results from studies that used hydraulic measurements in 
Laurus nobilis (Cochard et al. 2015); however, in the study 
done by Cochard et al. (2015), hydraulic measurements on 
the same plant material used during the micro-CT scans was 
not done. A direct comparison could therefore not have been 
made (Cochard et al. 2015; Nardini et al. 2017). It has also 
been argued that discrepancies in hydraulic measurements 
are due to the refilling of embolism during rehydration to 
relax xylem tension (Nardini et al. 2011; Savi et al. 2016) 
and should be accompanied by in vivo measurements for 
validation (Ogasa et al. 2016; Nardini et al. 2017; Nolf et al. 
2017).

During this study only a small percentage of hydraulic 
recovery was seen after two hours using the micro-CT 
scans. During the hydraulic measurements, a larger recov-
ery was seen after 15 h of rehydration. Concerns regard-
ing cellular damage due to repetitive exposure to radiation 
during CT scans has been raised by recent studies (Petruz-
zellis et al. 2018), which could potentially hinder active 
refilling. During this study, it was therefore important to 
reduce the exposure of plants to only two CT scans to 
ensure that cellular damage was kept to a minimum. In 
the study done by Petruzzellis et al. (2018) they found 
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that damage was minimal if any was seen after one CT 
scan; however, cellular damage was seen after the second 
or third CT scan. During this study, plants were there-
fore only exposed to one CT scan, before recovery was 
evaluated during the second scan. During the second scan 
recovery was still seen in both hybrids; however, to dif-
ferent extents.

It is clear that more studies are needed to understand the 
source of discrepancies between direct and indirect measure-
ments of hydraulic recovery (Nardini et al. 2017). Although 
changes in hydraulic measurements can be influenced by 
artefacts, it has been shown that these are minimal (Ogasa 
et al. 2016; Nardini et al. 2017) suggesting that large changes 
in hydraulic measurements after rehydration are due to 
hydraulic recovery. Hydraulic measurements should there-
fore also be validated in studies through the use of in vivo 
measurements, such as micro-CT scans (Brodersen et al. 
2010; Choat et al. 2015).

Choat et al. (2018) have found that evidence of refilling 
seen in cross sectional CT scans in Eucalyptus species are 
often misleading, suggesting that refilled vessels are indica-
tions of either partial refilling or a vessel juncture appearing 
as two embolised vessels. Evidence of partial refilling was 
seen in E. saligna indicating the possibility of an underlying 
mechanism moving water into embolised vessel. Complete 
refilling was; however, not seen over a short time frame 
(Choat et al. 2016). Although the mechanism of refilling 
can vary between species, the formation of water droplets 
on the inside of vessels which grows to fill the vessel has 
been observed in grapevine and laurel (Tyree et al. 1999; 
Knipfer et al. 2016; Brodersen et al. 2018). In a study done 
by Knipfer et al. (2016) evidence of partial refilling was 
seen in grapevines in the absence of root pressure, with evi-
dence that refilling was osmotically driven (Knipfer et al. 
2016). A detailed analysis of the same sort in Eucalyptus 
may provide additional insight into the process. In our study 
no distinction was made between complete and partial refill-
ing. Although there are indications of complete refilling in 
some vessels (Fig. 6), it is possible that evidence of refilling 
in other vessels indicate only partial refilling of the vessels.

Excluding the possible regrowth of new hydraulic parth-
ways (Nardini et al. 2014), it has been proposed that embo-
lism recovery can take place either through dissolution of 
the air bubble when xylem pressures reaches atmospheric 
pressures or through active or novel refilling (Brodersen and 
McElrone 2013; Klein et al. 2018), with the latter taking 
place while the majority of vessels are still under a negative 
potential (Nardini et al. 2011). There has been a debate on 
whether embolism refilling can take place under negative 
tensions (termed novel refilling) (Nardini et al. 2011), with 
novel refilling only being observed through use of non-inva-
sive measurements in grapevines (Brodersen et al. 2018). We 
believe our study provides further evidence suggesting that 

water movement into embolised vessels is a mechanism of 
hydraulic recovery.

Novel refilling implies that vessels can recover embo-
lism while a large area of functional vessels are still under a 
negative water potential (Nardini et al. 2011). The physical 
limitations of refilling under negative tensions have been 
previously detailed (Vesala et al. 2003); however, it has been 
suggested that thermodynamic constraints would not allow 
for novel refilling (Vesala et al. 2003; Zwieniecki and Hol-
brook 2009; Rockwell et al. 2014). It is significant, in the 
light of this ongoing discussion, that in our study embo-
lism recovery did apparently take place while a large por-
tion of vessels were still under negative water potantials. 
This highlights that refilling under negative water potentials 
could be possible and shows the value of CT scan meas-
urements of embolism refilling (Brodersen and McElrone 
2013; Brodersen et al. 2018). Embolism recovery due to 
an increase in root pressure could be excluded from our 
study since negative Ψl were still seen in all plants after 
rewatering.

It has been hypothesized that the role of living cells sur-
rounding vessels (parenchyma, vasicentric tracheids) play 
an active role in embolism refilling (Nardini et al. 2011; 
Barotto et al. 2016; Secchi et al. 2021). Nardini et al. (2011) 
suggests that embolism refilling is a result of sugars and 
ions being relocated to embolised vessels and changing 
osmotic gradients. This shift in osmotic gradients drives the 
flow of water from living cells or neighbouring vessels into 
embolised vessles (Salleo et al. 2004; Knipfer et al. 2016). 
The upregulation of certain genes relating to carbohydrate 
metabolism have also been noted in parenchyma surounding 
vessels during drought (Secchi and Zwieniecki 2010). The 
movement of water into tissues immediately surrounding 
vessels was distinct in our study. This would be expected if 
the presence of living cells surrounding vessels increases 
and contributes to the hydraulic conductivity between ves-
sels (Barotto et al. 2016), aiding embolism recovery. Previ-
ous studies have shown that the presence of thracheids and 
parenchyma surrounding vessles improves the hydraulic 
connectivity between vessles (Salleo et al. 2004; Loepfe 
et al. 2007; Sano et al. 2011; Barotto et al. 2016).

By increasing the interconnection between vessels, cells 
surrounding vessels can act as bridges allowing easier water 
movement between vessels and can contribute to embolism 
refilling (Barotto et al. 2016). The extent of staining seen 
was also connected to the percentage of recovery, with UG 
showing larger staining areas as well as increased hydrau-
lic recovery. The staining patterns observed in our study 
highlights the conductive role of cells surrounding vessels, 
possibly increasing the connectivity between vessels. Based 
on the results, it seems likely that cells surrounding vessels 
will contribute to recovery through increasing hydraulic 
connectivity.
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Conclusion

We observed two distinct hydraulic strategies within Euca-
luptus hybrids. There was a trade-off between resistance 
to embolism formation and the ability to recover hydrau-
lic conductivity following drought. A high-risk hydraulic 
strategy might be linked to embolism recovery, allow-
ing plants to have high hydraulic resistance regardless of 
safety. While much focus has been given previously to 
the trade-off between hydraulic efficiency and safety, our 
results suggest that hydraulic recovery is also an impor-
tant componant to consider when assessing plant hydraulic 
strategies. Accordingly, it would be important to under-
stand which taxanomic groups utilise refilling as a hydrau-
lic stratagy to improve vegetation models. The effect of 
drought stress on production is highly linked to changes 
in hydraulic conductance. It is important to understand the 
different mechanisms that govern the responses of plant 
species to drought stress in order to understand how plant 
production will be affected by changes in climate.

Previously focus has been given to understand how 
plant physiology is influenced by drought ultimately lead-
ing to tree mortality, with focus often not given to hydrau-
lic recovery after drought. Understanding the hydraulic 
recovery response of plants, will give further insight into 
the impact of drought on trees. It is still unclear, whether 
or not there is a loss of hydraulic conductivity threshold 
where plants will not be able to recover hydraulic conduct-
ance or whether subsequent drougthing events will lead to 
hydraulic recovery fatigue (Hammond et al. 2019).
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Chapter 4: Stomatal responses of Eucalyptus spp. under drought can 

be predicted with a gain-risk optimisation model 

 
Abstract 

The frequency and severity of droughting events are expected to increase due to climate change, 

with optimal environmental conditions for forestry likely to shift. Modelling plant responses to a 

changing climate is therefore vital. We tested the process-based gain-risk model to predict stomatal 

responses to drought of two Eucalyptus hybrids. The process-based gain-risk model has the 

advantage that all the parameters used within the model are based on measurable plant traits. 

The gain-risk model proposes that plants optimise photosynthetic gain while minimising a hydraulic 

cost. Previous versions of the model used hydraulic risk as a cost function, however, did not 

account for delayed or reduced hydraulic recovery rates from embolism post-drought. Hydraulic 

recovery has been seen in many species; however, it is still unclear how this inclusion of a partial or 

delayed hydraulic recovery would affect the predictive power of the gain-risk model. Many 

hydraulic parameters required by the model are also difficult to measure and are not freely 

available. We therefore tested a simplified gain-risk model that includes a delayed or reduced 

hydraulic recovery component post-drought. The simplified gain-risk model performed well at 

predicting stomatal responses in both E. grandis X camaldulensis (GC) and E. urophylla X grandis 

(UG). In this study two distinct strategies were seen between GC and UG, with GC being more 

resistant to embolism formation however could not recover hydraulic conductance, compared to 

UG. The inclusion of a delayed or reduced hydraulic recovery component improved model 

predictions for GC sightly however not for UG, which can be related to UG being able to recover 

lost hydraulic conductance and therefore can maintain stomatal conductance regardless of hydraulic 

risk. Even though the gain-risk model shows promise in predicting plant responses more 

information is needed regarding hydraulic recovery after drought. 

 
Key words optimisation model, drought stress, stomata regulation, hydraulic risk 

 
 

Introduction 

Shifts in the global hydrological cycle as a result of climate change is an important driver of 

increasing prevalence and intensities of drought events around the world (Pachauri et al. 2014). 

Both the increasing intensity and frequency of droughts, or both in combination, have been 

identified as primary factors leading to global tree mortality in recent years (Allen et al. 2015, 

Anderegg et al. 2015). A joint international scientific effort towards better understanding these 
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events across a broad range of forest types are needed (Hartmann et al. 2018). Understanding tree 

eco-physiological responses to drought is an important part of any such research endeavour, with 

stomatal conductance being a mechanism of particular importance which plants can use to regulate 

water loss to the atmosphere in situations of limited water supply or excessive demand from the 

atmosphere (Sperry et al. 2002, Silva et al. 2004). 

 
Plants are constantly balancing a trade-off between water loss and carbon gain through CO2 uptake 

(Xiong and Nadal 2019), with stomatal regulation playing an important role by controlling these 

two variables. Empirical models for stomatal conductance have been previously used to capture this 

trade-off (Ball et al. 1987, Ye and Yu 2008, Damour et al. 2010), however these models rely mainly 

on fitted curves or regression analysis using existing experimental data (Damour et al. 2010). Fitted 

parameters in empirical models are therefore difficult to quantify and cannot be measured from 

plant traits (Sperry et al. 2017). They run the risk of not working outside of the parameterisation 

domain and, as a result, run the risk of being unable to adequately predict stomatal responses, 

especially in conditions outside of the original parameterisation domain (Powell et al. 2013, 

Trugman, Medvigy, et al. 2018). 

 
Optimisation models have been proposed as an alternative to empirical approaches (Cowan and 

Farquhar 1977, Wolf et al. 2016, Sperry et al. 2017). When plants are experiencing drought 

conditions, optimality theory hypothesises that plants will sacrifice photosynthesis (i.e. production) 

to minimise water loss, however plants will tolerate water loss to increase photosynthesis when 

water is more abundant and atmospheric CO2 levels are limited (Schulze and Hall 1982, Morrison 

1987). A convenient way to model this trade-off is to consider that it is controlled by the stomata 

(Cowan and Farquhar 1977, Katul et al. 2010, Manzoni et al. 2011, Medlyn et al. 2011, Prentice et 

al. 2014, Wolf et al. 2016, Sperry et al. 2017). 

 
Cowan and Farquhar (1977) first proposed a constrained optimisation model, were photosynthesis 

(A) is maximised for a set amount of water loss through transpiration (E) over time. The marginal 

water use efficiency (λ=∂A/∂E) is, therefore, held constant over intervals which remain undefined. 

Although this model has had similar results as empirical models (Manzoni et al. 2011, Lin et al. 

2015), it has not been very widely adopted as it remains unclear how the Lagrangian multiplier (λ) 

should be interpreted and measured (Medlyn et al. 2011, Buckley 2017). The Lagrangian multiplier 

has been solved as a function of soil moisture and atmospheric CO2 respectively (Katul et al. 2010, 

Manzoni et al. 2011), however λ has to be a function of both water use and CO2 in order to 

accurately capture stomatal responses to environmental changes (Wang et al. 2019). 
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It has also been proposed that plants should rather maximise photosynthesis with increased 

water loss, when water is readily available (Wolf et al. 2016). Wolf et al. (2016) therefore proposed 

a gain-risk model where plants maximise A at a level of water potential for a hydraulic cost termed 

Θ. Although Wolf et al. (2016) did not specify what cost should be included in Θ, it can include cost 

associated with embolism repair and reduced photosynthetic rates (Brodersen and McElrone 2013, 

Buckley 2017, Anderegg et al. 2018). Sperry et al. (2017) further developed the gain-risk model and 

proposed that the hydraulic cost be defined as the increasing damage from cavitation due to 

embolism formation. It has also been proposed that the hydraulic cost should rather be interpreted 

as the future opportunistic cost of reduced CO2 uptake and therefore reduction in photosynthesis 

(Buckley 2017, Lu et al. 2020). 

 
The gain-risk model has however not been tested on many species at plant-scale. In previous studies 

the gain-risk model as described by Sperry et al. (2017) has been able to capture stomatal responses 

in both birch (Betula occidentalis Hook.) and aspen (Populus tremuloides Michx.) (Venturas et al. 

2018, Wang et al. 2019). The model has also been successfully used at ecosystem scale (Sabot et al. 

2020), with the model as described by Wolf et al. (2016) successfully being implemented at leaf- 

scale (Anderegg 2018a, Wang et al. 2020). 

 
Nevertheless, the models did not account for a delayed or reduced hydraulic recovery rates from 

embolism (Venturas et al. 2018, Anderegg et al. 2018, Wang et al. 2019, Sabot et al. 2020). 

Hydraulic recovery post-drought has been observed in many species (Nardini et al. 2011, Ogasa et 

al. 2013, Brodersen and McElrone 2013, Niu et al. 2017, Zeppel et al. 2019, Tomasella, Casolo, et 

al. 2019), however it is still unclear what the underlying mechanisms of hydraulic recovery are 

(Klein et al. 2018). Regardless of this, it can be argued that a partial and/or delayed hydraulic 

recovery should be included in the gain-risk model. During drought conditions plants experience an 

increased loss of hydraulic conductance (Xiong and Nadal 2019). Reduced hydraulic conductance, 

due to embolism formation, will persist until there is an increase in available water in the soil. The 

historic reduction in soil water experienced by a plant during drought will, therefore, influence the 

hydraulic limitation for as long as embolism persists. Accordingly, it makes sense to include timing 

of embolism recovery in optimisation models. If embolism recovery takes place immediately after 

embolism formation at low water potentials, then embolism will recur immediately after recovery. 

It would therefore be more economical if embolism is only recovered when there is a significant 

enough increase in soil water potential (Zeppel et al. 2019). 
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The gain-risk model has the advantage that all the parameters are measurable (Venturas et al. 2018). 

This makes the model more reliable outside the calibration data range. This is especially important 

considering the need to predict plant responses under climate change (Menezes‐Silva et al. 2019), a 

problem of particular relevance to growers of commercially significant hardwoods, such as 

Eucalyptus (Iglesias and Wilstermann 2009, Myburg et al. 2014). Although Eucalyptus species are 

natively adapted to a wide range of environmental conditions, some species show highly variable 

drought responses (Saadaoui et al. 2017). The use of a model that includes measurable 

physiological parameters will therefore be very useful, considering the variability seen within 

Eucalyptus (Saadaoui et al. 2017) and particularly those used in commercial forest operations. 

 
The wide application of the gain-risk model is, however, still challenging due to the difficulty of 

measuring some of the hydraulic parameters required (Sabot et al. 2020). The parameters dealing 

with plant vulnerability are easily accessible for many species (Choat et al. 2012) but estimating the 

maximum hydraulic conductance (Kmax) within a plant still poses many challenges (Sabot et al. 

2020). In previous studies Kmax has been inferred from measured transpiration rates and leaf water 

potential measurements and combining conductivity of the soil and whole plant components 

(Venturas et al. 2018, Wang et al. 2019). Recently, Sabot et al. (2020) proposed an approach that 

allows for the simplifying of hydraulic elements from soil to leaves into one element, simplifying 

the hydraulic side of the gain-risk model. 

 
In that context, we report here the results of applying the gain-risk model to predict stomatal 

responses in two Eucalyptus hybrids during periodic, repeated droughting events. We hypothesised 

that optimal stomatal behaviour becomes more conservative as soil drying persists and that xylem 

recovery will only take place when there is a significant increase and/or sustained increase in 

available water. There were two objectives of the study: (1) to test the gain-risk model of stomatal 

conductance on E. grandis x camaldulensis (GC) and E. urophylla x grandis (UG) hybrids and (2) 

to test a gain-risk model that accounted for delayed or reduced hydraulic recovery rates and to 

determine whether this adaptation improved model predictions. 

 
Methods 

Model description 

The original gain-risk model as described by Sperry et al. (2017) states that stomata will respond in 

such a way as to maximise profit, which can be described as a photosynthetic gain ( ) minus a 

hydraulic cost ( ). 
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where  is the leaf water potential, and  and  are normalised to one. 

 
The normalised cost ( ) represents the increasing damage of cavitation due to embolism formation 

and hydraulic conductance is reduced: 

 
 

where Kc,max is the instantaneous maximum hydraulic conductance, K is the hydraulic conductance 

evaluated at any water potential ( ), an Kcrit is the critical hydraulic conductance at which hydraulic 

failure is seen. The critical leaf water potential ( crit) indicative of hydraulic failure was set to 

match 99 % loss of hydraulic conductance. 

 
As soil water decreases, K is reduced due to the formation of embolism and recovers when there is 

an increase in soil water. The water supply for transpiration therefore dependent on the hydraulic 

vulnerability of a plant. The cost function is based on the relationship between transpiration (E) and 

water pressure over time. E is calculated by integrating over the vulnerability curve of a plant: 

 
 

where -   is the water pressure gradient seen in the plant, and b and c are Weibull 

parameters of the vulnerability curve. To scale for leaf area variations, the leaf area to basal area 

ratio (LA:BA) was used by dividing E by LA:BA. 

 
The hydraulic conductance (Kmax) can be expressed as the derivative of the transpiration function of 

water pressure (K = dE/d ). 

 
We took an approach similar to Sabot et al. (2020), where hydraulic segmentation was removed 

within the model to allow for a single hydraulic element, which significantly reduces 

parameterisation of the model. The hydraulic conductance of the whole plant is smoothed across all 

hydraulic elements (soil, root, stems, leaves). In that way Kmax represents the maximum hydraulic 

conductance from soil to leaves. 
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The normalised gain function ( ) is a function of decreasing photosynthetic gain over decrease leaf 

water potential: 

 
 

where A is the photosynthetic uptake evaluated at any water potential ( ) and Amax is the 

instantaneous photosynthetic uptake over the entire  range. 

 
Fick’s first law is used to calculate the CO2 flux between the atmospheric (Ca) and intercellular (Ca) 

CO2 concentrations: 

 
 

where Gc is the CO2 diffuse conductance and Ci is solved by setting the above equation equal to the 

photosynthetic gain is calculated from the biochemical model of Farquhar et al. (1980). 

 
Model adaptation 

Vulnerability curves are used to describe the percentage loss of hydraulic conductance (PLC) in 

response to changes in water pressure (Sperry and Love 2015). This response is seen due to 

embolism formation within the xylem. E is therefore affected by the decreasing soil water potential, 

but also post-drought due to the persistence of embolism within the xylem. We therefore propose a 

model that includes the decrease in PLC due to embolism recovery post drought. 

 
The hydraulic conductance or PLC is influenced by the availability of water within the soil. The 

availability of soil water can be categorised by two phases: (1) a drought phases, where soil water is 

decreasing over time and (2) a recovery phase where soil water is increasing over time (Klein et al. 

2018). 

 
We propose that recovery will only take place when there is a significant increase and/or sustained 

increase in available soil water. During drought conditions the PLC at a given water potential 

( ) will not recover and can be defined as the PLC measured in response to the lowest 

water potential measured ( ). The  will therefore increase during drought conditions, 

due to increased embolism formation over time. When there is a significant and/or sustained 

increase soil water, will recover due to embolism recovery (Zeppel et al. 2019). The 
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repaired  however will not be repaired below what the  at that specific time point and 

water pressure is since new embolism formation will then take place. 

 
The vulnerability curve of a plant at any point in time ( ) can be modified based on the 

above-mentioned assumptions. 

 
Drought phase:  

) 

Recovery phase:  
 

where S is soil water, t is a time element,   is the PLC at any given time and water 

pressure, ) is the PLC the plant experienced at the lowest water pressure,  is the 

PLC as measured by the specific water pressure and  is the recovered PLC due to filling of 

embolisms.  can be calculated as described in Lu et al. (2020): 

 
 

where XRI is the Xylem Recovery Index (Ogasa et al. 2013). 

 
 

The Xylem Recovery Index can be calculated as the percentage loss of hydraulic conductance when 

plants are rewatered after drought compared to when plants experienced no drought (Ogasa et al. 

2013, Zeppel et al. 2019). The Xylem recovery Index can be calculated as follow: 

 
 

where PLCdrought is the percentage loss of hydraulic conductance measured during drought, 

PLCrewatered is the percentage loss of hydraulic conductance measured after rewatering and PLCwatered 

is the percentage loss of hydraulic conductance measured before drought is induced. 

 
Plant material 

All work was done on potted rooted cuttings of two Eucalyptus hybrids: E. grandis x camaldulensis 

(GC) and E. urophylla x grandis (UG): Prior to the start of the experiment GC (n =22) and UG (n = 

22) plants were grown under shaded netting for two years. Plants were grown in 2 litre pots in a soil 

mixture ratio of 1:2 fine sand and composted chicken manure. Throughout the growing period all 
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plants received continuous watering and were fertilised with the controlled release Haifo Multicote 

8 (N:15%, P:3%, K:12%, S:7%) prior to any experimental work. The height of plants varied 

between 0.7 m and 1.2 m with no significant difference seen between hybrids. At the start of the 

experiment, the average stem diameter for GC was 10.29 ± 1.91 mm and UG was 8.97 ± 2.07 mm. 

After the six-week dry-down experiment the average stem diameter for GC was 11.10 ± 1.89 mm 

and UG was 9.58 ± 1.91 mm. 

 
Dry-down and re-watering treatments 

Twelve (six per hybrid) plants were replanted into 5 l bags of pure sand (pH: 7.55 ± 0.133) and 

moved into a growth tunnel at the beginning of November 2020 where they could acclimatise for 15 

days before the start of any experimental work. All soil was removed from the root system prior to 

replanting in pure sand. Plants were kept in pots and planted in a randomized 2x6 grid (see Figure 

4.9 in supplementary material). All pots were irrigated to field capacity at 07:00, 10:00, 12:00, 

14:00 and 17:00 by means of a drip irrigation system prior to the start of the experiment. 

 
To assure that a complete range of physiological responses were observed, two treatments were 

applied to three plants per treatment: (1) a control where plants were irrigated throughout the entire 

experimental period and (2) a dry-down - recovery treatment where plants irrigation was stopped for 

two days, three days and four days respectfully where plants received no irrigation. Between dry- 

down events plants were rewatered for five days. All plants were placed on a grid which was lifted 

above the soil to ensure that plants did not have any additional access to ground water or run-off. 

Experimental work started on 24th of November 2020. 

 
Model inputs 

Hourly values for air temperature, humidity, soil moisture and incoming solar irradiation were 

averaged from continuous 10 min readings for the entire experimental period. Incoming solar 

irradiance, temperature and humidity was measured above and below the canopy. Since plants were 

moved into a growth tunnel, wind speed and precipitation were not logged and assumed to be zero. 

 
Twelve water content reflectometers (model CS655, Campbell Scientific) were used to log soil 

volumetric water content (SVWC) (m3 m-3) for every plant. SVWC was logged every hour as an 

average of 10 min measurements. The van Genuchten model was used to convert soil moisture to 

soil water pressure (van Genuchten 1980) (see methods 1 in supplementary material). The soil 

parameters used in the van Genuchten model were determined from the soil texture as described in 
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the UNSODA Unsaturated Soil Hydraulic Database (Leij et al. 1996). All data was logged on the 

CR1000X datalogger (Campbell Scientific). 

 
Pre-dawn, midday and afternoon leaf xylem water pressures were taken at the beginning and end of 

the dry-down experimental period. The soil-canopy Kmax was calculated from midday (12:00 – 

13:00) sap flow measurements (Exoskin Sapflow sensors, Dynamax, Houston, TX, USA) divided 

by the pressure drop as calculated by pre-dawn and midday xylem water pressures (Sperry and 

Love 2015). Kmax was measured before the start of the experiment before any dry-down treatments 

were applied. A pressure chamber (SKYE plant moisture system, SKPM 1400 series) was used to 

measure xylem water pressure from excised leaves taken from branches which were placed in a bag 

with a damp towel and allowed to equilibrate for 30 min. To scale for leaf area variations, the leaf 

area to basal area ratio (LA:BA) was used. 

 
Vulnerability curves were constructed using the bench dehydration method (Tyree and Sperry 1988) 

before the start of the drought - recovery experiment. Hydraulic conductance was measured from 15 

– 20 cm stem segments of 9 plants per hybrid. The percentage loss of hydraulic conductance was 

fitted over xylem water pressure using a Weibull function (Hacke et al. 2006). The Xylem Recovery 

Index (XRI) was calculated from the percentage los of hydraulic conductance as measured on a 15 - 

20 cm stem segments under well-watered, drought and re-watered conditions. Plants that were 

dehydrated during the construction of vulnerability curves were rehydrated through re-watering, to 

measure the PLC of each species after re-watering. 

 
Maximum carboxylation rate (Vmax25) and electron transport rate (Jmax25) at 25°C were calculated 

from A:Ci curves measured once on 10 random plants for each hybrid before the start of the 

experiment. A:Ci curve measurements were made using an infrared gas analyser (LiCor 6400) on 

healthy leaves. The chamber measurements were set as follow: active radiation set at 1500 - 2000 

µmol photon m-2 s-1, air temperature set at 25°C and VPD set between 1 and 2 kPa. Chamber CO2 

concentrations ranged from 50 – 2000 ppm. The CO2 compensation point at 25°C were taken as a 

constant as determined from the ACI curves. 

 
The leaf area to basal area ratio (LA:BA) was determined for all plants at the end of the dry-down – 

recovery experiment. Photos of a representative sample of leaves was taken and analysed using 

image J software (Schneider et al. 2012) in order to determine leaf area. The representative samples 

were oven-dried together with the rest of the leaves of the plant. The total leaf area was extrapolated 

based on the specific leaf area (SLA) as calculated from leaf area over dry mass of leaves. A photo 
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of all plants and stem diameter of plants was taken once a week throughout the entire experimental 

period. 

 
All model inputs and parameters can be found table 4.1 and 4.2. 

 
 

Table 4.1 Physiological parameters used in gain-risk model of all E. grandis X camaldulens (GC) and E. 

urophylla X grandis (UG) plants. 

 
Physiological parameters GC UG 
Vmax25 (μmol m−2 s−1) 43.85 ± 18.84 57.58 ± 23.22 
Jmax25 (μmol m−2 s−1) 144.88 ± 122.01 210.78 ± 66.48 

Kmax (kg h-1 Mpa-1 m-2) 857.25 1191.52 

Rd (μmol m−2 s−1) 2.84 ± 1.37 3.84 ± 0.901 

XRI 0.18 ± 0.09 0.71 ± 0.26 

VC P50 = -2.72 P50 = -2.33 

 
LA  BA (m2 m-2) 

P80 = -3.16 
2293.95 ± 1680.13 

P80 = -3.01 
1794.95 ± 1090.12 

 
Table 4.2 Environmental variables used in the gain risk model 

 
Environmental variables Units 
Wind speed m s-1 
Incoming solar irradiance W m-2 

Humidity                % 

Soil water pressure MPa 

Atmospheric pressure kPa 

Air Temperature Degree Celsius 

 

 

Plant variables 

Stomatal conductance (Gw), evapotranspiration (E), and leaf temperature (Tleaf) were measured in 

the morning (08:00- 09:00), midday (12:00 – 13:00) and afternoon (16:00 – 17:00), for most days 

throughout the entire experimental period. Measurements were taken on five leaves per plant using 

a LiCor LI-600 Porometer and Fluorometer. Leaf temperature was not modelled during this 

experiment, and measured leaf temperatures were used within the model. This was done since the 

aim of the study was to test the gain-risk model and the additional use of the energy balance 

equations could affect the accuracy of the model. 

 
Statistical analysis 

All input variables were tested for normality before analysis. Summary statistics were calculated for 

all input model variables. A non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test was used to determine if there was 

a significant difference in input variables between hybrids, with the letter “H” denotating the test 

statistic. 
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Model performances were evaluated for the gain-risk model that assumes complete recovery and 

partial recovery. The predicted transpiration rate (E) and stomatal conductance was evaluated 

against measured variables using mean absolute error (MAE), mean absolute percentage error 

(MAPE) and root mean square error (RMSE). R-squared (R2) values were also calculated for a 

linear model between predicted and measured variables. Model performance was averaged across 

all treatments and plants. A two-way repeated measure ANOVA was used to determine if there was 

a significant difference between the predicted v. actual measurements of Gw and E over time. 

Model accuracy was also tested between hybrids. 

 
A Sobol sensitivity analysis was used to assess the effect of the physiological parameters used on 

the variance seen in the photosynthetic, stomatal and transpiration outputs. All physiological 

parameters were varied across observed ranges seen during the experimental period and the effect 

on the variance on predicted outputs was calculated. For the Sobol analysis, confidence intervals 

were set at 95 % and the number of bootstrap replicates were set at 100. All environmental variables 

were held constant and not varied since the aim was to test the effect of the physiological variables. 

The following reference values were used: Incoming solar irradiance set at 1000 W m-2, humidity 

set at 40%, atmospheric pressure set at 100 kPa, soil water pressure set at 0.3 MPa, air temperature 

set at 25 degrees Celsius and wind speed set at 0 m s-1. 

 
A Principal component analysis (PCA) was used to determine how environmental changes 

influenced the degree of MAE for both stomatal conductance and transpiration. All variables were 

scaled before the PCA to ensure uniformity across variables by subtracting the means of each 

variable. 

 
Results 

Plant characteristics 

Based on the vulnerability curves UG lost 50 % of its hydraulic conductance at -2.33 MPa while 

GC lost 50 % of its hydraulic conductance at -2.72 MPa. There was a significant difference seen in 

the recovery response seen between the two hybrids, with UG having a higher XRI compared to GC 

(H = 3.857, p = 0.049). The Kmax for UG was 1191.52 kg h-1 Mpa-1 m-2 and 857.25 kg h-1 Mpa-1 m-2 

for GC (Table 4.1). 

 
The average Vmax25 for UG was 57.57 ± 23.22 μmol m−2 s−1 and for GC was 43.85 ± 18.84 μmol 

m−2 s−1. The average Jmax25 for UG was 210.78 ± 66.48 μmol m−2 s−1 and for GC was 144.88 ± 

122.01 μmol m−2 s−1 (Table 4.1). There was no significant difference in Vmax25 and Jmax25 between 
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the two hybrids (H = 2.287, p = 0.131). The average LA:BA ratio for UG 1794.95 ± 1090.12m2 m-2 

and for GC was 2293.95 ± 1680.13 m2 m-2 (Table 4.1). There was no significant difference seen in 

the LA:BA ratio (H = 3.69, P = 0.055) and SLA (H = 0.23, P = 0. 631) between the two hybrids. 

 
Treatments 

During the experimental period air temperature ranged from 10.11 °C to 44.09 °C. A small 

discrepancy was seen between absolute humidity measurements taken from the Licor LI600 and the 

ibuttons placed around the plants, but the instruments showed very similar trends in humidity. It 

was decided to use the humidity measurements as captured by the Licor LI600 as these values were 

used by the instrument itself for certain outputs which were subsequently used in modelling work. 

Humidity measurements ranged from 36.26 % to 68.40 %. 

 
In the control treatment SVWC was kept above 10 % (above -2 MPa soil water pressure), which is 

the field capacity of sand (Ratliff et al. 1983, Leij et al. 1996). In the dry-down treatment, the 

SVWC was reduced to various levels below 5 %, which is the permanent wilting point of sand 

(Ratliff et al. 1983, Leij et al. 1996), during drought phases and then brought back to above 10 % 

during recovery phases (see Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 in supplementary material). 

 
Recovery of pre-dawn leaf water potential (LWP) was seen in all plants within the dry-down 

treatment with pre-dawn LWP measured at the start of the experimental period (GC: -0.60 ± 0.00 

MPa and UG: -0.8 ± 0.20 MPa) and assessed again at the end of the experimental period (GC: -0.67 

± 0.12 MPa and UG: -0.8 ± 0.17 MPa). 

 
 

Model Accuracy 

The gain-risk model performed well for both hybrids, with a significant relationship seen between 

the modelled and predicted transpiration and stomatal conductance measurements with the linear 

regression slopes being close to 1 (p > 0.05) (Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2). The gain-risk model with 

complete hydraulic recovery however could not fully capture the transpiration and stomatal 

responses for E. urophylla X grandis when exposed to repeated dry-down treatments, with the R2 

values for transpiration dropping from 60 % for plants in the control treatment to 54 % for plants in 

the dry-down treatment. A similar trend was seen when the predicted v. actual stomatal conductance 

measurements with the R2 values dropping from 57 % to 44 % (Table 4.3). 
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Table 4.3 Performance of model predictions of transpiration rate (E) and stomatal conductance (Gw) for 

both E. urophylla X grandis (UG) and E. grandis X camaldulensis (GC). RMSE (root mean square error) and 

MAE (mean absolute error) are given in model output units. R2 and slope of linear regression between 

measured and predicted variables are also presented. 
 

 

 
 

Model  E (mmol m-2s-1)  Gw (mmol m-2s-1) 

UG  Dry-down Control Dry-down Control 

gain-risk (with 

complete 

hydraulic 

recovery) 

RMSE 0.96 1.07 95.89 125.37 

MAE 0.79 0.82 79.27 95.68 

MAPE 30 % 29 % 30 % 32 % 

R2 54 % 60 % 44 % 57 % 

 Slope 0.95 0.91 1.03 1.21 

gain-risk (with 

partial hydraulic 
recovery) 

RMSE 1.01 0.99 106.76 132.49 

MAE 0.73 0.71 84.41 103.22 
MAPE 28 % 25 % 33 % 34 % 

 R2 48 % 62 % 34 % 58 % 

 Slope 0.93 1.01 1.03 1.35 

GC  Dry-down Control Dry-down Control 

gain-risk (with 

complete 

hydraulic 
recovery) 

RMSE 0.94 0.64 71.06 78.49 

MAE 0.74 0.47 58.06 53.02 
MAPE 37 % 20 % 29 % 23 % 

R2 54 % 66 % 65 % 51 % 

 Slope 0.98 1.02 1.21 1.11 

gain-risk (with 
partial hydraulic 

recovery) 

RMSE 0.92 0.68 73.96 85.57 

MAE 0.72 0.45 61.02 57.36 
MAPE 36 % 19 % 31 % 25 % 

 R2 52 % 64 % 62 % 49 % 

 Slope 1.01 1.16 1.19 1.29 
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Figure 4.1 Measured vs modelled stomatal conductance (Gw) and transpiration (E) for E. grandis X camaldulensis 

(GC). Solid black line indicates 1:1 relationship. Linear regression results for plants in the control treatment were 

significant for models with complete hydraulic recovery (E: p < 0.001, R2 = 66 %; Gw: p < 0.001, R2 = 51 %) and with 

partial hydraulic recovery (E: p < 0.001, R2 = 64 %; Gw: p < 0.001, R2 = 49 %). Linear regression results for plants in 

the dry-down treatment were significant for models with complete hydraulic recovery (E: p < 0.001, R2 = 54 %; Gw: p 

< 0.001, R2 = 65 %) and with partial hydraulic recovery (E: p < 0.001, R2 = 52 %; Gw: p < 0.001, R2 = 62 %). 
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Figure 4.2 Measured vs modelled stomatal conductance (Gw) and transpiration (E) for E. urophylla X grandis (UG). 

Solid black line indicates 1:1 relationship. Linear regression results for plants in the control treatment were significant 

for models with complete hydraulic recovery (E: p < 0.001, R2 = 60 %; Gw: p < 0.001, R2 = 57 %) and with partial 

hydraulic recovery (E: p < 0.001, R2 = 62 %; Gw: p < 0.001, R2 = 58 %). Linear regression results for plants in the dry- 

down treatment were significant for models with complete hydraulic recovery (E: p < 0.001, R2 = 54 %; Gw: p < 0.001, 

R2 = 44 %) and with partial hydraulic recovery (E: p < 0.001, R2 = 54 %; Gw: p < 0.001, R2 = 34 %). 

 

 

 
This was seen for the gain-risk model that only allowed partial hydraulic recovery as well with R2 

values dropping from 62 % to 48 % for transpiration and from 58 % to 34 % for stomatal 

conductance (Table 4.3). The R2 values for the gain-risk model with complete hydraulic recovery 

however only reduced slightly from 66 % to 54 % for transpiration and increasing from 51 % to 65 

% for stomatal conductance for E. grandis X camaldulensis (Table 4.3). This was also seen for the 

gain-risk model that only allowed partial hydraulic recovery as well with R2 values slightly 

dropping from 64 % to 52 % for transpiration and increasing from 49 % to 62 % for stomatal 

conductance (Table 4.3). 

 
The two-way repeated measures ANOVA showed that there was not a significant difference in 

predicted Gw and actual Gw measurements over time for both GU and GC in the control treatment 

(GC: F = 0.202, df = 41, p = 1.000, UG: F = 1.208, df = 35, p = 0.221). There was not a significant 
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difference in predicted Gw and actual Gw measurements over time for both GU and GC in the dry- 

down treatment (GC: F = 0.451, df = 33, p = 0.995, UG: F = 0.647, df = 35, p = 0.932). The two- 

way repeated measures ANOVA showed that there was not a significant difference in predicted E 

and actual E measurements over time for both UG and GC in the control treatment (GC: F = 0.430, 

df = 41, p = 0.999, UG: F = 0.809, df = 35, p = 0.764). There was not a significant difference in 

predicted E and actual E measurements over time for both UG and GC in the dry-down treatment 

(GC: F = 0.372, df = 33, p = 0.999, UG: F = 0.737, df = 35, p = 0.852) (Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4). 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4.3 The gain-risk model performance of stomatal conductance (Gw) and transpiration rate (E) of E. grandis X 

camaldulensis (GC) plants over the experimental period. Measured variables are plotted in black. Predicted variables 

that is modelled with complete and partial hydraulic recovery is plotted in blue and red respectfully. Mean values with 

95 % confidence intervals are plotted. 
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Figure 4.4 The gain-risk model performance of stomatal conductance (Gw) and transpiration rate (E) of E. urophylla X 

grandis (GC) plants over the experimental period. Measured variables are plotted in black. Predicted variables that is 

modelled with complete and partial hydraulic recovery is plotted in blue and red respectfully. Mean values with 95 % 

confidence intervals are plotted. 

 

The leaf water potential for GC was linearly corelated to the soil water potentials for all plants 

within the control group for the model that allowed for full hydraulic recovery (R2=0.804, df=121, p 

< 0.001) as well as for the model that allowed partial hydraulic recovery (R2=0.826, df=121, p < 

0.001). A similar response was seen for GC plants in the dry-down treatment with leaf water 

potential linearly corelated to the soil water potentials for the model that allowed for full hydraulic 

recovery (R2=0.785, df=98, p < 0.001) as well as for the model that allowed partial hydraulic 

recovery (R2=0.794, df=121, p < 0.001) (Figure 4.5). 

 
The leaf water potential for UG was linearly corelated to the soil water potentials for all plants 

within the control group for the model that allowed for full hydraulic recovery (R2=0.826 df=110, p 

< 0.001) as well as for the model that allowed partial hydraulic recovery (R2=0.928, df=110, p < 

0.001). A similar response was seen for UG plants in the dry-down treatment with leaf water 

potential linearly corelated to the soil water potentials for the model that allowed for full hydraulic 
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recovery (R2=0.927, df=110, p < 0.001) as well as for the model that allowed partial hydraulic 

recovery (R2=0.966, df=110, p < 0.001) (Figure 4.5). 
 

 

 
 

 

Figure 4.5 Measured soil water potentials vs. modelled leaf water potentials for models with complete hydraulic 

recovery (blue) and partial/delayed hydraulic recovery (red). Modelled water potentials are given for E. grandis X 

camaldulensis at the top (A) and E. urophylla X grandis at the bottom (B). 
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Complete v. reduced or delayed hydraulic recovery 

When delayed/partial hydraulic recovery was included in the gain-risk model the MAE values 

decreased for both UG and GC when modelled v. measured transpiration measurements were 

compared. This trend was however not seen for Gw measurements, with MAE values increasing 

when delayed/partial hydraulic recovery was included in the gain-risk model. 

 
For GC, the R2 values were similar between the gain-risk model that included full hydraulic 

recovery as well as delayed/partial hydraulic recovery for plants that received the control treatment 

as well as the dry-down treatment. This was however not seen in UG, where the R2 values 

decreased by more than 6 % when delayed/partial hydraulic recovery was included for plants that 

received the dry-down treatment. 

 
For UG the predicted leaf water potentials were more marked when compared with the soil water 

potentials/pressures for predictions made using the model that allowed for delayed/partial hydraulic 

recovery, compared to the model that allowed for full hydraulic recovery (Figure 4.5). This was 

however not the case with predicted leaf water potentials for GC, with similar predictions seen form 

both the model that allowed full hydraulic recovery as well as for the model that allowed for 

delayed/partial recovery (Figure 4.5). 

 
For GC the predicted leaf water pressures did not go below the P50 value for plants in the control 

group, with the predicted canopy pressures reaching values below P50 only during the drought 

phases for plants in the dry-down treatment (Figure 4.6). This was however not the case for UG, 

with predicted canopy pressures reaching values below P50 for plants in both the control treatment 

and the dry-down treatment. It is important to note that only predictions made with the model that 

allowed for partial/delayed hydraulic recovery predicted leaf water potentials below the P50 value 

(Figure 4.6) 
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Figure 4.6 The modelled leaf water potentials over time for E. grandis X camaldulensis (A) and E. urophylla X grandis 

(B). Modelled values from the model that allows for full hydraulic recovery is given in blue. Modelled values for the 

model that allows for partial/ delayed hydraulic recovery is given in red. The P50, which indicates pressure/potential at 

which 50% loss of conductance is seen, is indicated with a dashed line for both hybrids. 
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Environmental physiological drivers 

The Sobol analysis revealed that the physiological parameters influencing the variance in E and An 

were attributed to Kmax, LABA and to a lesser extent the Weibull parameters (Figure 4.7). 

 
 

 

Figure 4.7 Total effects of the Sobol sensitivity analysis testing the gain-risk model that includes the hydraulic 

limitation. The total effects are plotted for transpiration rates (E) and photosynthesis (An). Physiological parameters on 
the x-axis include vulnerability curve parameters (b and c), Maximum carboxylation rate (Vmax25) and electron transport 

rate (Jmax25) at 25°C, maximum hydraulic conductance (Kmax), leaf area to basal area ratio and the xylem recovery index 

(XRI). The total effects are plotted for transpiration rates (E) and photosynthesis (An). 

 

 

 

 
The PCA for both hybrids showed that the absolute error in predictions for transpiration rate and 

stomatal conductance increased with a decrease in soil water pressure (Figure 4.8). Components 1 

(seemingly related particularly to soil moisture and humidity) and 2 (seemingly related to incoming 

solar irradiance and air temperature) of the PCA explained 70 % of the variance seen in GC and 62 

% of the total variance seen in UG. 
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Figure 4.8 Biplot for principal component 1 and 2 yielded by the PCA of the environmental variables measured, and 

absolute error of predicted transpiration rates and stomatal conductance. Variables include relative humidity (RH), soil 

water pressure (Psoil), air temperature (Temp), soil irradiance (Solar) and absolute error of model v. measured stomatal 

conductance (AE.Gw) and transpiration rates (AE.E). 

 

Discussion 

In our study the gain-risk model was able to capture stomatal responses of both GC and UG under 

periods where soil moisture was decreased, with the model better capturing stomatal responses 

during the dry-down treatments compared to plants that received continuous watering. The gain-risk 

model has been used to predict stomatal responses in both birch and aspen (Venturas et al. 2018, 

Wang et al. 2019), with our study giving further evidence that stomata optimise the trade-off 

between water loss and carbon gain. To our knowledge, this is the first time the model is being 

applied at the plant-scale to the important genus Eucalyptus, and in particular, to hybrid clonal 

material of commercial significance. 

 
The use of a model based on physiological process allows for the improvement or adaptation of the 

model as our understanding of plant responses improves (Wang et al. 2019). Care, however, needs 

to be taken to ensure that parameters that are difficult to measure are not added to the model 

especially regarding the hydraulic side of the model since estimating the hydraulic conductance of 

the soil-plant components can be challenging. In previous studies, the hydraulic conductance of 
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various elements of the plant (root, stem, leaves) were estimated based on the ratios of transpiration 

rate and LWP, with these resistance ratios measured using a vacuum method (Venturas et al. 2017, 

Wang et al. 2019). Sabot et al. (2020) proposed an approach that allows for the simplifying of 

hydraulic elements from soil to leaves into one element, where the maximum hydraulic conductance 

of soil-plant-atmosphere continuum (SPAC) as measured under well-watered conditions is used. 

This reduces the parameterisation of the gain-risk model significantly; however, this simplification 

runs the risk of predicting plant responses that are less conservative when under drought stress. 

Drought stress responses will therefore be more marked since hydraulic conductance is smoothed 

over the entire SPAC within the model (Sabot et al. 2020). 

 
In our study the gain-risk model was able to still predict the trends in plant responses seen even 

though the hydraulic side of the model was simplified. Plant responses were however more marked 

when soil moisture was reduced with the absolute error in predicted v. measured variables 

increasing significantly with a decrease in soil water pressure. This was also seen with predicted 

leaf water potentials more marked compared to the soil water potentials. Due to the simplification 

of the hydraulic side of the model, an over-estimation of the pressure drop can be expected as is 

evident with predicted leaf water potentials reaching below P50 values for both hybrids. It has been 

proposed that the inclusion of the rhizosphere conductance component should be considered, with 

other studies showing that the reductions in conductance seen during drought are often more than 

the resistance created by the cavitation of stems, roots and leaves alone (Venturas et al. 2018). It is 

however still unclear how the rhizosphere component should be calculated and measured and was 

therefore not included in this model. Other factors that can influence reductions should also be 

considered, for example decreases in Rubisco activity has also been observed with increased water 

stress, which can affect model performance (Zhou et al. 2014). 

 
In previous studies that evaluated the use of a gain-risk model, a larger pressure drop has also been 

observed for plants that are more resistant to embolism formation as indicated by their vulnerability 

curves (Venturas et al. 2018). This was evident within this study, with predicted leaf water 

potentials being more negative for GC, which is more resistant to embolism formation compared to 

UG. Some of the main drivers for the gain-risk model was therefore also the vulnerability curve 

parameters together with the LA:BA as well as the Kmax. This can be expected at some level since 

the scaling of these variables being mostly decoupled from other variables and that these non- 

linearities will increase noise within a model. 
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The gain-risk model as developed by Sperry et al. (2017) proposed that the plants optimise between 

a photosynthetic gain and a hydraulic cost and proposed that the hydraulic cost of the model should 

include the loss of hydraulic conductance during drought. Decreases in stomatal conductance will 

therefore be observed during drought due to the increased risk of hydraulic failure (Sperry et al. 

1993). Plants however use a variety of hydraulic strategies to reduce or mitigate hydraulic failure 

whether this is through regrowth of hydraulic pathways, resisting embolism formation or refilling 

embolism post-drought (Ogasa et al. 2013, Sperry and Love 2015). The two Eucalyptus hybrids 

used in our study have been shown to have distinct hydraulic strategies, with UG being more 

drought vulnerable compared to GC (Van der Willigen and Pammenter 1998, Saadaoui et al. 2017). 

A higher rate of recovery was seen in UG, with UG being able to recover some hydraulic 

conductance over night after re-watering. This recovery was however not observed within GC 

(Saunders and Drew 2021). Although there is uncertainty around the mechanisms and cost 

regarding hydraulic recovery (Klein et al. 2018), plants with a more costly recovery method can be 

expected to be more conservative by closing stomata earlier, during a period of decreasing soil 

water availability (Lu et al. 2020). This was observed within GC, where stomatal conductance 

decreased as soil moisture decreased, while stomatal conductance trends of UG plants seen in the 

dry-down treatment mimicking the control group. 

 
A more conservative stomatal response can be related to the opportunity cost with increased 

photosynthesis occurring when soil water is limited (Lu et al. 2020). Plants might favour a strategy 

relating to avoiding embolism formation instead of tolerating embolism formation if the cost of 

recovery is too high, compared to the cost of reduced photosynthesis (Lu et al. 2020). Even though 

the gain-risk model shows promise in predicting plant responses more information is needed 

regarding hydraulic recovery after drought. Optimisation models that include a cost relating to 

hydraulic failure due to stress has shown the most promise at predicting stomatal responses (Wang 

et al. 2020), further highlighting the influence of stomata regulation on the hydraulic vulnerability 

of a plant, however more research is needed to understand how different recovery strategies will 

influence plant responses post-drought. 

 
Tight stomatal regulation when soil moisture was decreased was observed with GC, suggesting that 

GC uses a resistant strategy. This strategy can be beneficial when periods of decreased soil moisture 

are short, since it will limit water loss, but will reduce carbon assimilation as well which can lead to 

carbon starvation if drought periods are prolonged (Martínez-Vilalta and Garcia-Forner 2017, Nolan 

et al. 2017). This is in contrast with the resilient strategy seen in UG, where stomatal conductance is 

maintained during periods of reduced soil moisture. A resilient strategy will maximise carbon 
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assimilation during periods of reduced soil moisture, however, increases the risk of mortality due to 

hydraulic failure if drought persists (Mitchell et al. 2013, Zhang et al. 2016). 

 
In this study the gain-risk model performed better for GC during short periods of reduced soil 

moisture, which suggests that the gain-risk model will perform better for plants that follow a 

resistant strategy compared to plants that follow a resilient strategy. This may be due to stomatal 

conductance being maintained during short periods of drought for resilient species, regardless of the 

risk of hydraulic failure on which the gain-risk model is based. A more in-depth study is therefore 

needed to understand how the optimisation between water loss and carbon gain based on different 

water use strategies over various periods of reduced soil moisture will differ. It has also been 

proposed that a resilient strategy will aid recovery after drought, since the carbohydrate reserves 

will not be depleted during drought which can help with regrowth of hydraulic pathways post- 

drought (Mitchell et al. 2013). 

 
In this study the inclusion of a partial and/or delayed hydraulic recovery component performed 

similarly or slightly better at predicting plant responses during the dry-down treatment for GC, 

however performed worse during the dry-down treatments for UG. Although hydraulic recovery has 

been observed in previous studies as soil water increases, it is still unclear what the underlying 

mechanisms are (Klein et al. 2018, Zeppel et al. 2019). The gain-risk model relies on a cost 

function, which was related to the increasing risk of cavitation due to embolism formation during 

drought (Sperry et al. 2017). In this study, the inclusion of a delayed and/or partial hydraulic 

recovery did not drastically improve model predictions. Cost associated to embolism recovery was 

however not considered during this study and can lead to reductions in prediction accuracy. 

 
It has been shown that hydraulic recovery is energy dependent, whether this is through carbon used 

to regrow hydraulic pathways or changing osmotic gradient by relocating sugars and ions to 

embolised vessels (Nardini et al. 2011). The upregulating of genes associated with carbohydrate 

metabolism have also been observed during drought, highlighting that there is another cost involved 

during embolism recovery (Secchi and Zwieniecki 2010). The inclusion of other cost functions 

should therefore be considered to improve model predictions, however since it is unclear what these 

underlying costs are it is difficult to include in the process-based model. In this study focus was 

therefore given to improve the cost function by including a delayed and/ or partial hydraulic 

recovery based on the current understanding and knowledge available regarding embolism 

recovery. 
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Hydraulic recovery through regrowth, should also be included when predicting plant responses over 

a larger time frame since this comes with a significant carbon cost (Brodersen and McElrone 2013, 

Buckley 2017, Anderegg et al. 2018). In fast growing plants such as Eucalyptus hybrids, this effect 

may be particularly important. Other research on UG and GC clones, and other Eucalyptus spp., 

have shown that very fast rates of growth lead to a highly disproportionate amount of wood with 

distinctive hydraulic properties forming following release from drought (Drew and Downes 2009, 

Drew et al. 2009, 2011, Câmara et al. 2021). Xylem growth is also affected by reductions in soil 

moisture with decreases in vessel density seen in some species, which will affect hydraulic 

conductance of a plant and should be considered if hydraulic recovery through regrowth is included 

in the gain-risk model (Tng et al. 2018). In this study, hydraulic recovery through regrowth was 

however not considered. 

 
The carbon cost of hydraulic recovery was also not considered in this study as there is still a debate 

regarding how hydraulic recovery takes place (Klein et al. 2018). Besides the carbon cost associated 

with regrowth of hydraulic pathways, it has been proposed that non-structural carbohydrates can aid 

hydraulic recovery by changing osmotic gradients (Nardini et al. 2011, Tomasella, Casolo, et al. 

2019, Tomasella, Petrussa, et al. 2019). Other factors influencing hydraulic conductance that should 

also be considered including the loss of water through leaf cuticles and embolism recovery through 

increase root pressure (Cochard et al. 2001, Secchi and Zwieniecki 2010, Nardini et al. 2011, 

Duursma et al. 2019, Liu et al. 2019, Tomasella, Petrussa, et al. 2019). 

 
Knowledge gaps in how plants recover hydraulic conductance after drought however still exist, with 

many researchers still debating whether it is possible over short time periods (Cochard et al. 2001, 

Nardini et al. 2011, Klein et al. 2018). It has been well established that recovery can take place 

when soil moisture increases (Ogasa et al. 2013, Klein et al. 2018), and was therefore the only 

recovery mechanism considered within this study. A better understanding in how plants recover 

hydraulic conductance, especially over short time periods, can therefore help improve predictions 

within the gain-risk model. In this model hydraulic recovery was considered when there was an 

increase in soil moisture. It is however still unclear how plants recover from mild versus severe 

drought conditions and whether there is a loss of hydraulic conductance threshold from which 

plants cannot recover (Meinzer and McCulloh 2013, Hammond et al. 2019). Hammond et al. (2019) 

has shown that 80 % loss of hydraulic conductance was the hydraulic threshold at which plants 

cannot recover. This work was however done on Pinus taeda and determining this threshold within 

Eucalyptus and other species can help improve modelling the hydraulic recovery response within 

the gain-risk model. It is also still unclear as to whether complete hydraulic recovery is possible 
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post-drought and whether hydraulic recovery will always be imperfect (Zeppel et al. 2019), and 

more work is needed to understand whether or not there is a possible threshold of embolism 

magnitude after which plants will not be able to recover fully. 

 
Conclusion 

The gain-risk model has the benefit of being processed-based, with model parameters based on 

measurable plant characteristics (Venturas et al. 2018). This reduces the assumptions regarding 

parameterisation, giving it an advantage over empirical models where model parameters are often 

difficult to quantify (Damour et al. 2010). This allows for the gain-risk model to predict plant 

responses to future changes in climate, instead of fitting models to known datasets (Sperry et al. 

2017). The gain-risk model has however only been tested on a limited amount of species (Venturas 

et al. 2018, Wang et al. 2019), and focus should be given to test the model on plants with various 

hydraulic traits and water use strategies (Ciemer et al. 2019). More research is also needed to 

determine how photosynthetic and hydraulic traits might change over time and affect long-term 

predictions (Anderegg 2018, Wang et al. 2019, Sabot et al. 2020). 

 
Being trait based, process-based models have the ability to predict plant responses under novel 

environmental conditions where empirical models have not before been tested (Damour et al. 2010). 

This is especially important considering the need to capture plant responses in light of climate 

change (Menezes‐Silva et al. 2019). Shifts in precipitation with an increase in droughting events are 

predicted due to climate change, with areas with optimal environmental conditions for forestry 

likely to shift (Warburton and Schulze 2008, Pachauri et al. 2014). The need therefore arises to have 

a model that captures plant responses to changes in climate (Menezes‐Silva et al. 2019), with the 

gain-risk model showing promise as a process-based model. 
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Supplementary material 

 

Figure 4.9 Experimental design 

Figure 4.10 Soil volumetric water content and soil water pressure curve as calculated by the van 

Genuchten model. 

Figure 4.11 Soil water pressure of control and drought-recovery treatment over the experimental 

period. 

 
Methods 4.1 Van Genuchten model and soil parameters used 

 
 

Code availability: Code to run the gain-risk model with the hydraulic recovery component 

(Model1.R) and without the hydraulic recovery component (Model2.R) is available at 

https://github.com/altazietsman/gain_risk_model.git . All code is written as a function. Please note 

code is available in only R and was not written for publication. 
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Figure 4.9 Experimental design layout of drought-recovery experiment. 
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Figure 4.10 Soil volumetric water content and soil water pressure curve as 

calculated by the van Genuchten model. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.11 Soil water pressure of control and drought-recovery treatment 

over the experimental period. 
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Methods 4.1 Soil pressure was calculated using the van Genuchten model (van Genuchten 1980), 

where the soil moisture ( ) at any given soil water pressure ( ) is calculated as follow: 

 

 
where , n and m are soil parameters based on the soil texture. For this work plants were planted in 

sand. All soil parameters used was determined from the soil texture as described in UNSODA 

Unsaturated Soil Hydraulic Database (Leij et al. 1996). The values used for the soil parameters 

were as follow: 

 
 

Soil parameter  Value 
 

 
→ 0.145 

n → 2.68 

m (1-1/n) → 0.626866 
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Chapter 5: The co-ordination of stomatal regulation, hydraulic 

properties, and biomass allocation influence drought strategies in two 

Eucalyptus hybrids 

 

 
Abstract 

Drought-induced tree mortality has been linked to decreases in the water transport within plants 

which, in turn, affects gas exchange and photosynthesis. Increases in global drought events are 

predicted under climate change, along with increases in drought-induced tree mortality. Considering 

this, understanding how plant hydraulics and stomatal regulation influence production rates is 

becoming more important. In this study we therefore compared the patterns of gas exchange and 

biomass allocation in response to drought between two Eucalyptus hybrids: E. grandis X 

camaldulensis (GC) and E. urophylla X grandis (UG). Two drought strategies were observed based 

on the gas regulation and growth patterns seen during the study: GC showed a more resistant 

strategy where gas exchange was tightly regulated with decreases of growth and production during 

drought, whereas UG showed a more resilient strategy where gas exchange and growth were 

maintained during drought. The drought responses seen between the hybrids could thus be divided 

into isohydric vs anisohydric strategies. This study also linked hydraulics and embolism resistance 

to drought strategies seen between the two hybrids. GC was more resistant to embolism formation 

compared to UG, which was related to vessel size and area. During this study drought resistance 

was therefore related not only to embolism resistance, but also timely stomatal closure and changes 

in biomass allocation. In light of climate change, understanding how hydraulic and gas exchange 

traits covary during drought can help improve models for productivity especially in commercially 

significant hardwoods such as Eucalyptus. 

 
Introduction 

Understanding how trees respond and function under drought has become more important, with an 

increase in drought-induced tree mortality seen due to changes in climate (Allen et al. 2010, 2015, 

Anderegg et al. 2015). Drought-induced tree mortality has been associated with reductions in water 

transport within the plants (Anderegg et al. 2016). Plants can regulate their water use through 

changes in their hydraulic properties (conduit diameter etc.) as well as through stomatal regulation 

(Brodribb 2009, Brodribb and McAdam 2011). Changes in a plant’s hydraulic properties can 

however only provide control in water use after long lag periods, with stomata being much more 
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dynamic (Aloni, 2015; Tng et al., 2018; Tyree & Sperry, 1988). Understanding how hydraulic traits 

and stomatal regulation co-vary can help model drought-induced tree mortality in a changing 

climate (Mcdowell et al. 2013). 

 
Stomatal regulation can help prevent water loss, especially when water is limited, and plays an 

important role in global hydrological cycles (Silva et al. 2004, Bonan 2008, Bonan et al. 2014). 

During drought, stomatal regulation ensures that water demand through transpiration does not 

exceed the water supply, which can otherwise lead to the formation of embolism (Tyree and Sperry 

1988, Sperry et al. 2017, Xiong and Nadal 2020). Embolism formation reduces the hydraulic 

conductivity of a plant, which can ultimately lead to hydraulic failure and tree mortality (Tyree & 

Sperry, 1988). The ability of a plant to maintain water supply has therefore also been related to 

embolism resistance, where differences in xylem features allow some plants to resist the formation 

of embolism as the pressure gradient from roots to leaves increases (Martin-StPaul et al. 2017). 

 
Quantitative wood anatomy traits have given further insight into how trees can respond to drought 

(Tng et al. 2018). Vessel size, for example, influences water transport capacity, but hydraulic safety 

can be expected to decline in larger vessels (Gleason et al. 2016) potentially leading to cavitation 

and desiccation during drought conditions (Lens et al. 2011). Greater hydraulic conductance, 

however, enables increased growth rates, with the trade-off between hydraulic safety and growth 

rates being highlighted in previous studies (Hacke et al. 2001, Maherali et al. 2006). Tissues 

associated with vessels, such as parenchyma and vasicentric tracheids, have also been shown to play 

a role in the drought response of plants; contributing to water movement between vessels, and 

playing a role in refilling of embolised vessels (Salleo et al. 2004, Loepfe et al. 2007, Secchi and 

Zwieniecki 2010, Nardini et al. 2011, Sano et al. 2011, Barotto et al. 2016, Secchi et al. 2021). Leaf 

and root traits have also been shown to respond to drought. Leaves not only play a role in adjusting 

their leaf water potential via stomatal control, but reductions in leaf mass during drought (through 

dropping leaves) can further help to prevent water loss (Mokany et al. 2003, Wolfe et al. 2016). 

Increased root growth can conversely help to improve the water supply to the plant and canopy 

(Manzoni et al. 2015). 

 
In previous studies tree mortality has, however, not only been linked to the ability of a plant to 

regulate its water balance during drought, but also its carbon balance (Allen et al. 2010, Mitchell et 

al. 2013). Stomatal regulation not only affects water loss, but also regulates carbon gain through 

CO2 uptake (Schulze and Hall 1982, Morrison 1987, Xiong and Nadal 2020). It has been shown that 

stomatal closure due to drought is one of the main limitations of photosynthesis and production 
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(Flexas and Medrano 2002, Galmés et al. 2007). In addition, the restriction of water movement 

through the plant also limits the transport of carbohydrates, which decreases metabolism 

(McDowell et al., 2008; Trugman et al., 2018a). It has, therefore, been proposed that stomatal 

regulation and hydraulic properties such as embolism resistance are coordinated to ensure that 

carbon uptake is maximised while still ensuring desiccation does not take place (Brodribb and Feild 

2000, Sperry 2004), such that plants close stomata at lower water potential (if they are more 

resistant to embolism formation) to allow longer periods of carbon uptake (Klein 2014). Evidence 

of this coordination between stomatal conductance and embolism resistance has been shown in 

many studies, but predominantly in plant species that have very low resistance to drought (Cruiziat 

et al. 2002, Mencuccini et al. 2015). However, a recent study by Martin-StPaul et al. (2017) 

evaluated traits relating to stomatal regulation and embolism resistance for over 100 tree species 

found evidence challenging this idea. In contrast to stomatal and hydraulic coordination, their 

findings suggested that increased embolism resistance and early stomatal closure during drought is 

related (Martin-StPaul et al. 2017), and that timely stomatal closure is necessary to avoid drought- 

induced tree mortality. 

 
Based on their stomatal responses during drought, plants have often been classified into two main 

groups: isohydric and anisohydric (Martínez-Vilalta and Garcia-Forner 2017). Anisohydric species 

maintain stomatal conductance during drought, maximising photosynthesis, but thereby run the risk 

of hydraulic failure due to embolism formation. Isohydric species, on the other hand, reduce 

stomatal conductance in order to maintain the water balance, but in doing so sacrifice on carbon 

assimilation and run the risk of carbon starvation under prolonged droughts (Martínez-Vilalta and 

Garcia-Forner 2017). 

 
Eucalyptus species typically have high rates of photosynthesis and growth (Whitehead and Beadle 

2004), which is accompanied by high rates of stomatal conductance. A wide range of water use 

strategies have been observed within Eucalyptus (Saadaoui et al. 2017), however there is 

uncertainty as to how hydraulic and stomatal responses of Eucalyptus species are coordinated, 

especially under drought conditions (Zhang et al. 2016). Understanding these phenomena in 

Eucalyptus is of major economic importance, as the genus is widely planted internationally for a 

range of timber and fiber products (Myburg et al. 2014). There remains a lack of knowledge 

regarding the mechanism used by species to prevent drought driven mortality (Mitchell et al. 2013) 

and understanding varying strategies and vulnerability between Eucalyptus species and varieties, 

especially under climate change is particularly important. The aim of this study was, therefore, to 

better understand the coordination between hydraulic traits and stomatal regulation during drought 
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for two commercially significant Eucalyptus hybrids. The objectives of this study were to (1) 

determine if drought resistance is related to embolism resistance and/or stomatal regulation, and if 

so (2) to better understand the influence of hydraulic traits and stomatal regulation on drought 

resistance and (3) to determine if biomass partitioning during drought is influenced by the drought 

resistance strategy. 

 
Materials and Methods 

Plant material 

Eighteen E. grandis X camaldulensis (GC) and 18 E. urophylla X grandis (UG) rooted cuttings 

were grown under shade netting where they received continuous watering and intermitted fertiliser 

prior to the experimental period. All plants were grown in 2-litre pots in a medium comprising a 2 

to 1 ratio of composted pine bark and fine river sand. Plants were grown for two years prior to any 

experimental work and had a stem diameter of 6.47 ± 0.94 mm. 

 
Experimental design and treatments 

Six plants per hybrid were replanted into a coarse sand mixture with a pH of 7.55 ± 0.133 and 

moved into a growth tunnel where they could acclimatise for 2 weeks. Plants were arranged in a 

randomised arrangement in a glass house with all pots placed on a raised grid to ensure that plants 

did not have access to any additional water from below. A cyclic droughting treatment was applied 

where plants were watered to field capacity for 5 days in between droughting events, applied by 

drippers. Three droughting cycles were applied of different lengths and severity: plants were 

completely droughted for 2 days, 3 days and 4 days for each droughting event respectively. Three 

plants per hybrid received continuous watering throughout the entire 6-week experimental period as 

a control group. In the control treatment volumetric soil water content (SWC : m3m-3) was kept 

above the field capacity of the growing medium, which was 10 % (Ratliff et al. 1983, Leij et al. 

1996). During the cyclic drought treatments, the SWC was reduced to below the wilting point 

(SWC < 5 %) for extended periods of time. 

 
Hourly measurements were taken of SWC, relative humidity (RH : %), air temperature (Tair : 

Celsius) and incoming solar irradiation (Solar : W m-2). Hourly measurements were logged as an 

average of 10-minute readings using a CR1000X datalogger (Campbell Scientific). SWC was 

logged for each plant individually using water content reflectometers (model CS 655, Campbell 

Scientific). Tair, RH and Solar was measured above and below the plant canopy. Since all 

experimental work took place inside a glasshouse, wind and precipitation was not measured and 

assumed to be zero. 
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Stomatal conductance (gsw : mmol m-2 s-1) and the efficiency of photosystem II (φPSII) was 

measured during the cyclic drought treatments using a LI-600 Porometer and Fluorometer (Licor). 

Measurements were taken daily from 5 fully expanded leaves per plant in the morning (08:00 – 

09:00), midday (12:00 – 13:00) and in the afternoon (16:00 – 17:00). The predawn leaf water 

potential (LWP : MPa) measurements were taken once a week using a pressure chamber (Skye 

plant moisture system, SKPM 1400 series). 

 
At the end of the cyclic drought treatments, all plants were harvested, and all parts oven dried to 

constant mass. Leaves, stems, and roots were separated, and their dry weights measured. 

Throughout the experimental period, weekly measurements of stem diameter were taken using an 

automatic calliper (150 mm Vernier Caliper accurate to 0.01 mm). Marks were made on the stem of 

each plant to ensure that stem diameter measurements were made at the same place throughout the 

experimental period. 

 
Hydraulic and Photosynthetic traits 

Prior to the cyclic drought treatments measurements relating to photosynthetic and hydraulic traits 

were taken on a subset of the trees. 

 
The maximum electron transport rate at 25°C (Jmax25) and the maximum carboxylation rate at 25°C 

(Vmax25) was calculated from A:Ci curves for each hybrid. A:Ci curves were constructed for 10 

plants per hybrid using a LiCor 6400 Portable photosynthesis system (LiCor Inc). For the derivation 

of these curves, air temperature was set at 25°C, VPD was set at 1 - 2 kPa, active radiation was set 

at 1500 - 2000 µmol photon m-2 s-1 and the CO2 concentration ranged from 50 - 2000 ppm. 

 
The bench dehydration method was used to construct vulnerability curves for both GC and UG 

since it relies on natural desiccation and reduces measurement artifacts (López et al., 2018; Tyree 

and Sperry, 1988). The hydraulic conductance (Kint) was measured on 15 – 20 cm stem segments 

and different xylem water potentials. The xylem water potential was measured from excised leaves 

using a pressure chamber (Skye plant moisture system, SKPM 1400 series) after branches have 

been placed in a black plastic bag with a damp towel and allowed to equilibrate for 30 minutes. 

Vulnerability curves were constructed as the percentage loss of hydraulic conductance of the 

maximum hydraulic conductance (PLC) across a range of xylem water potentials. A Weibull 

function was used to fit the vulnerability curves on the PLC and xylem water potential pairs (Hacke 

et al. 2006). 
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Cross sections of stem segments of three plants per hybrid were manually made. Images were 

acquired and captured using a Motic BA310Pol polarising microscope with a 40x objective. All 

images were analysed using ImageJ software (Schneider et al. 2012) to measure vessel area (mm2) 

of all cross sections. The theoretical hydraulic conductance (kh) was calculated from the measured 

vessel area using Hagen-Poiseuille’s law (Tyree and Ewers 1991), with the following equation as 

modified by Tombesi et al. (2010): 

 
 

where  is the viscosity of water (1 x 10-9 MPa s),  is the fluid density of water (1000 kg m-3) and 

 is the radius of a vessel (m). 

 
Statistical analysis 

All variables were tested for normality before the start of analysis. Summary statistics were 

calculated for all variables measured. A non-parametric Kruskall-Wallis test was used to test for 

significant difference between hybrids. The dried leaf masses were calculated as a ratio of the dry 

stem mass for each plant. The percentage reduction in stomatal conductance was calculated as a 

percentage of the maximum stomatal conductance measured for each plant (Mencuccini et al. 2015, 

Martin-StPaul et al. 2017). The mean soil water content at which a reduction in stomatal conduction 

was 50 % and 90 % was calculated for each hybrid. A non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test was used 

to determine if there was a significant difference in vessel area and kh between the two hybrids. 

Distribution curves were used to compare the vessel size distribution of both hybrids. 

 
A generalised linear model (GLM) with Gaussian distribution was used to test the effect of different 

variables on stomatal conductance. The Farrar-Glauber test was used to check for collinearity 

among the predictor variables. Variables that showed collinearity were excluded prior to the GLM; 

the fixed effects variables were limited to SWC and Solar. The models that best explained the 

relationship between the predictor variables and gsw were selected on the basis of a minimised 

Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC). Model weights, AIC differences and maximised log 

likelihoods were determined for each GLM model. A null model was also included in the analysis. 

 
Results 

Experimental treatments 

During the cyclic drought experiment, Tair ranged between 10.11°C and 44.09°C. The RH ranged 

between 36.26 % and 68.40 %. The predawn LWP of all plants was recovered before and after 
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every droughting event. The predawn LWP measurements at the start of the cyclic drought 

experiment was - 0.60 ± 0.00 MPa for GC and - 0.8 ± 0.20 MPa for UG. The predawn LWP 

measurements at the end of the experimental period was - 0.67 ± 0.12 MPA for GC and - 0.8 ± 0.17 

MPa for UG. 

 
Plant Characteristics 

The non-parametric Kruskall-Wallis test revealed no significant differences in the A:Ci curves 

between the two hybrids (H = 0.29, p = 0.131). The mean Vmax25 and Jmax25 for UG was 57.57 ± 

23.22 μmol m−2 s−1 and 210.78 ± 66.48 μmol m−2 s−1 respectfully. The mean Vmax25 and Jmax25 for 

GC was 43.85 ± 18.84 μmol m−2 s−1 and 174.88 ± 122.01 μmol m−2. 

 

There was, however, a significant difference in the estimated vulnerability between the two hybrids 

(H = 3.857, p = 0.008), with GC being more resistant to embolism formation. GC lost 50 % of its 

hydraulic conductance (P50) at -2.72 MPa, while the P50 of UG was -2.33 MPa. There was also a 

significant difference seen in the distribution of vessel area between the two hybrids (H= 540.650, p 

< 0.001). GC had a higher count of vessels, while UG had larger vessels. A similar trend was seen 

when the kh was compared between the two hybrids, with a significantly higher hydraulic 

conductance seen in UG compared to GC (Figure 5.1) 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Vessel size distribution (left) and hydraulic conductance (right) of E. urophylla X grandis and E. 

grandis X camaldulensis as calculated based on cross-sections of the stem. 
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Stomatal responses to drought 

There was a clear response seen to drought in GC, with gsw reducing soon after a drought was 

initialised (Figure 5.2). This response was not seen in UG with the gsw responses of the plants in 

the cyclic-drought treatment mimicking the gsw response in the control treatment (Figure 5.2). 

There was no significant difference seen in the SWC at which 50 % reduction in stomatal 

conductance and 90 % reduction in stomatal conductance was observed for GC, however the SWC 

at 90 % reduction in conductance was lower (H=3.78, p=0.05188). There was no significant 

difference seen in SWC at which 50 % reduction in stomatal conductance and 90 % reduction in 

stomatal conductance was seen for UG (H = 0.13, p = 0.722). 

 
There was no significant difference in the SWC at which stomatal conductance dropped to 50 % 

between the two hybrids (H = 0.009, p = 0.921). Fifty percent reduction in stomatal conductance in 

GC was seen at 0.14 ± 0.07 m3m-3 and 0.16 ± 0.07 m3m-3 for UG. There was a significant difference 

in the SWC at which stomatal conductance is reduced by 90 % between the two hybrids, with 90 % 

reduction in stomatal conductance in GC seen at lower SWC compared to UG (H = 5.503, p = 

0.019). Ninety percent reduction in stomatal conductance in GC was seen at 0.12 ± 0.11 m3m-3 and 

0.16 ± 0.07 m3m-3 for UG. 

 

The best model for gsw response for both the control UG and GC plants included only the solar 

variable (UG: AIC model weight = 55 %; GC: AIC model weight = 66 %). The model of best fit 

describing the gsw response for both the droughted UG and GC plants included only the soil 

moisture variable (UG: AIC model weight = 100 %; GC: AIC model weight = 66 %). 
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Figure 5.2 Stomatal conductance measurements for E. urophylla X grandis (top) and E. grandis X 

camaldulensis (bottom) of plants in the control group that received continuous watering (Control) and plants 

that were subjected to a cyclic-drought treatment (Drought). The volumetric soil moisture content for the 

experimental period is also given (bottom). The dashed grey lines indicate the periods of a droughting events. 

Means with 95% confidence intervals are given. 
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Production and photosynthetic response to drought 

There was a significant difference in the cumulative increase in stem diameter between the 

droughted and controlled plants for GC, with the stem diameter increasing more in the control 

group (H = 5.83, p = 0.02). There was no significant difference seen between the cumulative 

increase in stem diameter for UG (H = 0.15, p = 0.22) (Figure 5.3). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3 Cumulative growth for E. urophylla X grandis (top) and E. grandis X camaldulensis (bottom) of 

plants in the control group that received continuous watering (Control) and plants that were subjected to a 

cyclic-drought treatment (Drought). Means and standard deviation are given. 

 
 

There was a significant difference in the dried leaf weight ratios between the droughted and control 

plants for GC, with a significant reduction in relative leaf to stem weight seen in the droughted 

plants (H = 3.86, p = 0.049) (Figure 5.4). While there was some reduction in dried leaf weight ratios 

between droughted and control plants for UG, the difference was not significant (H = 2.33, p = 
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0.13). There were no differences in dried root weight ratios between the droughted and control 

plants for GC (H = 0.05, p = 0.83). There was, however, a significant difference in the dried root 

weight ratios between the droughted and control plants for UG, with a significant increase in 

relative root to stem weight seen in the droughted plants (H = 3.86, p < 0.049) (Figure 5.4). 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4 The dried root-stem ratio and the dried leaf-weight ratio for E. urophylla X grandis (top row) and E. 

grandis X camaldulensis (bottom row) plants of the control treatment (Control) and cyclic drought-recovery 

treatment (Drought). Mean and standard errors given. 

 

 
 

Discussion 

Water-use strategies during drought 

Stomatal responses regulate the water use and balance of plants during drought, with differences in 

these responses being a major determinant of the plant’s water use strategy (Mitchell et al. 2013). 

We observed two distinct water-use strategies between the two Eucalyptus hybrids based on their 

stomatal responses during drought (Figure 5.5). E. urophylla X grandis maintained stomatal 

conductance and gas exchange during drought (maintaining growth, and risking hydraulic failure), 
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while E. grandis X camaldulensis tightly regulated stomatal conductance in response to drought 

(reducing water loss, and risking carbon starvation) (McDowell et al. 2008, Martínez-Vilalta and 

Garcia-Forner 2017). 

 

 
 

Figure 5.5 Schematic representation of the two distinct responses to drought observed between two Eucalyptus 

hybrids: E. grandis X camaldulensis and E. urophylla X grandis. *reductions in leaf biomass was seen, however 

it was not significant 

 

 

In trying to understand these differences, it is useful to consider these stomatal responses as the 

balance of a trade-off between water loss and carbon gain (McDowell et al. 2008). The question 

arises as to where the two varieties lie on a spectrum between so-called anisohydric and isohydric 

strategies (Martínez-Vilalta and Garcia-Forner 2017). Isohydric plants will close stomata earlier in 

response to drought, thereby limiting water use, but also reducing carbon assimilation. Anisohydric 

plants, on the other hand, will maintain stomatal conductance during drought, maximising carbon 

assimilation, but running the risk of hydraulic failure (McDowell et al. 2008, Martínez-Vilalta and 

Garcia-Forner 2017). Previous studies have shown that E. urophylla exhibits certain anisohydric 

traits (Zhang et al. 2016) while E. camaldulensis is more isohydric (Nolan et al. 2017). This is in 

line with the findings we have presented for responses in the UG and GC hybrids. 

 
The GC strategy can be considered more ‘resistant’, with conservative growth patterns and tight 

stomatal regulation in response to drought (Figure 5.5). A resistant strategy can be beneficial during 
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short drought periods, protecting against loss of conductive vessels to embolism. It can, however, 

hinder recovery after drought due to carbon starvation (Mitchell et al. 2013). This is in contrast with 

the ‘resilient’ strategy seen by UG, where growth is maintained, running the risk of mortality due to 

hydraulic failure if drought periods persist. A resilient strategy can however aid recovery after 

drought since the needed carbohydrate reserves will be maintained (Mitchell et al. 2013). In line 

with this finding, UG has been shown to have a good water use efficiency compared with other 

Eucalyptus species, with some studies suggesting that moderate drought might even favor UG 

hybrids (Maseyk et al. 2011, Otto et al. 2014, Zhang et al. 2016). The underlying mechanism for 

this is, however, still not clear and needs further investigation. 

 
Drought resistance, embolism resistance and stomatal regulation 

During this study two distinct hydraulic strategies were seen between the two Eucalyptus hybrids, 

with UG known to be more vulnerable compared to the embolism-resistant hybrid GC (Van der 

Willigen and Pammenter 1998, Drew et al. 2009, Saadaoui et al. 2017). The embolism-resistance 

seen in the GC hybrid was accompanied by sensitive stomatal regulation, with stomatal 

conductance decreasing markedly with decreases in soil moisture (Figure 5.5). These stomatal 

trends are similar to what was described by Nolan et al. (2017), where they found a steady decrease 

in stomatal conductance in response to drought in E. camaldulensis. They related this decrease in 

stomatal conductance during drought to an increase in abscisic acid (ABA) concentrations in the 

leaves, which controls stomatal conductance in isohydric species (Nolan et al. 2017). This was 

however not seen in UG, with stomatal conductance staying stable throughout the droughting 

events, despite UG being considered to be more vulnerable to embolism than GC (Saadaoui et al. 

2017). This is in contrast with other studies that suggest stomatal closure will be delayed in plants 

that are more resistant to embolism formation, to allow for longer periods of photosynthesis and 

carbon assimilation during drought (Cruiziat et al., 2002; Tyree & Sperry, 1988). 

 
P50 values derived from vulnerability curves have previously been related to drought resistance 

(Martin-StPaul et al. 2017), with studies proposing that embolism-resistant plants will be able to 

photosynthesize longer during drought, since reducing stomatal conductance is not as critical to 

prevent hydraulic failure (Cruiziat et al., 2002; Tyree & Sperry, 1988). It has been suggested that 

drought-driven mortality is not due to desiccation, but rather hydraulic failure, which reduces 

assimilation and carbon metabolism within plants (McDowell et al., 2008; Sala et al., 2012; Sevanto 

et al., 2014). Reductions in hydraulic conductance reduce assimilation rates within plants due in 

part to the need for a sufficient water supply for transport of metabolites. Trees can however 

recover hydraulic conductance through regrowth, given sufficient carbohydrate reserves (Brodersen 
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and McElrone 2013, Buckley 2017, Anderegg et al. 2018). In research done on Eucalyptus hybrids 

including GC and UG, increases in wood formation with distinctive hydraulic properties have been 

seen after drought (Drew and Downes 2009, Drew et al. 2009, 2011, Câmara et al. 2021). Recovery 

through regrowth post-drought is however carbon-intensive, with reductions in carbon uptake 

during and after drought being attributed as the cause of the drought-driven tree mortality due to 

carbon ‘starvation’ (Trugman, Detto, et al. 2018). 

 
It can be proposed that a preferred strategy for trees experiencing drought would therefore minimise 

losses in hydraulic conductance due to embolism formation, if the carbon cost of regrowth after 

drought might be too severe (Trugman, Detto, et al. 2018). During this study, a decrease in stomatal 

conductance was seen in the more drought- and embolism-resistant hybrid, GC. Stomatal control 

not only regulates water loss, but also carbon uptake (Flexas and Medrano 2002) and stomatal 

closure is one of the main limitations of photosynthesis, metabolism and ultimately plant growth 

(Kramer and Boyer 1995, Becker et al. 2000, Flexas and Medrano 2002, McDowell et al. 2008, 

Anderegg et al. 2015, Trugman et al. 2018a, Trugman et al. 2008b). Stomatal regulation, therefore, 

is a trade-off between carbon gain and water loss (Xiong and Nadal 2020), which has led to the idea 

that stomatal conductance tends to operate close to hydraulic failure thresholds (Cruiziat et al., 

2002; Tyree & Sperry, 1988). In contrast to this view, in GC we show an example of a strategy 

where a hybrid with a high hydraulic failure threshold (high embolism resistance) simultaneously 

demonstrates conservative stomatal regulation, while in UG we have a hybrid with a lower 

hydraulic failure threshold (lower embolism resistance) which shows little stomatal regulation in 

response to drought. This trend gives further support that drought resistance is not only related to 

embolism resistance, but also to timely stomatal closure (Bartlett et al. 2016, Martin-StPaul et al. 

2017). 

 
Recent work that suggests that UG may be able to partially recover the function of embolised 

vessels may provide some explanation for the paradoxical observations in the latter case, as they 

suggest that UG is able to recover without being entirely reliant on carbon-intensive regrowth 

(Saunders and Drew 2021). A more conservative stomatal regulation response to decreases in soil 

moisture can therefore be expected of plants with a more costly recovery method (Lu et al. 2020). 

 
The hydraulic system and stomatal conductance is closely linked, with the hydraulic system 

ensuring sufficient water supply to leaves, while stomata regulate the demand (Tardieu and Davies 

1993, Ding et al. 2020). Embolism resistance and stomatal regulation are two key plant traits 

coupled to drought-resistance of plants (Choat et al. 2012), but there remains a lack of 
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understanding as to how these traits interact and changes with relation to each other, especially on a 

global scale (Mcdowell et al. 2013). Our study has highlighted and characterised the quite distinct 

hydraulic strategies utilised by GC and UG. 

 
Embolism resistance and hydraulic properties 

Embolism resistance has been previously connected to vessel length and vessel area (Lens et al. 

2011), with larger vessels being more efficient, although with a decrease in safety (Hacke et al. 

2006, Lobo et al. 2018). In this study, smaller vessel average area was seen in GC, which was found 

to be less vulnerable to embolism. The hybrid UG had larger vessels and was more vulnerable to 

embolism formation. Larger vessels seen in UG in this study were also associated with increased 

hydraulic conductance. This trade-off between vessel safety and efficiency has been found in other 

studies (Gleason et al. 2016), however Fernández et al. (2019) found that non-vessel cells 

surrounding vessels can help improve the safety of vessels regardless of vessel size. It has been 

proposed that plants can also change their hydraulic properties through growth in responses to 

drought (Tng et al. 2018). Increases in vessel area have been seen in both E. grandis and E. grandis 

X camaldulensis in response after drought periods when water availability increased, with the 

authors suggesting that this was to improve water uptake due to increased demands (transpiration) 

(February et al. 1995). In previous studies, increased vessel area has also been correlated to 

increases in hydraulic conductance and efficiency for E. urophylla (Zhang et al. 2016). 

 
Drought resistance and biomass partitioning 

To prevent starvation due to reductions in hydraulic conductance following drought, trees can also 

deploy other strategies to reallocate carbon resources adaptively (Trugman, Detto, et al. 2018), 

including reducing the water demand by reducing leaf area (by shedding leaves), or increasing root 

biomass in order to increase the supply of water (Mokany et al. 2003, Manzoni et al. 2015). There 

were significant reductions in leaf mass seen during drought for GC, which was not the case in UG. 

This trend was observed in previous studies as well, where an increase in root to shoot ratios was 

seen during drought for E. camaldulensis. These increases were however attributed to leaf shedding 

as a result of increases in ABA concentrations seen in the canopy (Nolan et al. 2017). During this 

study both hybrids deployed different strategies of biomass allocation in response to drought, with 

GC decreasing leaf biomass (demand) while UG increased root biomass (supply) (Figure 5.5). 

 
Plants subjected to drought stress have been shown to increase root biomass while maintaining leaf 

biomass, which can help recovery post-drought (Poorter et al. 2012). During this study only UG 

was seen to significantly increase root biomass, highlighting that this response might be considered 
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as an extension of the anisohydric strategy (in contrast to the isohydric GC, which showed no 

change in root biomass). Changes in biomass allocation have been seen in species that are not 

adapted to variable soil moisture, with species adapted to variable soil moisture maintaining their 

root to shoot ratios during drought (Poorter et al. 2012). 

 
Maintaining leaf biomass can help ensure enough carbon uptake for regrowth of lost hydraulic 

pathways post-drought (Anderegg, Plavcová, et al. 2013). During this study the stem growth rate 

decreased in GC during drought, while the droughted UG plantsmaintained stem growth, 

highlighting the likely carbon allocation to repair hydraulic pathways in UG. In a study done by 

Mitchell et al. (2013), it was also shown that reduced stem growth decreases the carbon demand for 

species that have a conservative water-use strategy. During this study, plants were subjected to 

cyclic droughting events over short time periods. Carbon allocated to leaves during drought would 

only put a plant in a positive carbon balance if soil moisture were restored relatively soon. During 

prolonged droughts, this strategy would increase xylem tension reducing carbon assimilation even 

further (Anderegg et al. 2012). Carbon allocation strategies employed by plants during drought, can 

therefore explain post-drought tree mortality or, alternatively, recovery (Trugman, Detto, et al. 

2018) 

 
Conclusion 

During this study two different strategies in response to drought were observed between GC and 

UG. Although GC was more resistant to embolism formation, reductions in stomatal conductance 

were more marked in response to drought compared to UG. The contrasting stomatal responses seen 

could be related to the anisohydric behavior of UG and isohydric behavior of GC (Zhang et al. 

2016, Nolan et al. 2017). This study shows that drought resistance is not only related to embolism 

resistance in Eucalyptus hybrids, but also related to timely stomatal closure in response to drought. 

This study further highlights the difference in biomass allocation seen during drought between the 

two hybrids, with GC reducing leaf biomass and therefore reducing water demand, while UG 

increased root biomass (increasing the supply of water), further accentuating the respective 

difference between isohydric and anisohydric responses. 

 
Carbon allocation and hydraulic traits are connected to the drought-resistance of plants and can 

have a significant effect on post-drought recovery. Stomatal regulation helps balance between water 

loss and carbon gain, influencing carbon allocation and growth, as well as hydraulic conductance 

and water supply. Differing stomatal regulation strategies used by plants in response to drought can 

have a significant impact on ecosystem scale patterns of carbon and hydrological cycles (Nolan et 
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al. 2017). Increases in droughting events due to climate change is predicted (Pachauri et al. 2014). It 

is predicted that anisohydric species will be more productive during increased periods of drought, 

however, increases in tree mortality due to hydraulic failure might be expected during periods of 

prolonged droughts (Roman et al. 2015), compared to isohydric species. Understanding how 

isohydric and anisohydric species respond to drought is important to model productivity in response 

to climate change, especially in commercially significant hardwoods like Eucalyptus. 
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for stomatal conductance when applied to multiple tree species across 
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A B S T R A C T   

Stomatal closure decreases water loss and is one of the main mechanisms that trees can use to mitigate drought- 
induced physiological stress. The adaptability of trees to drought is likely to be of increasing importance as 
climate changes occur around the world. Modelling stomatal regulation can help improve our understanding of 
how forests respond to their environment. Traditionally, empirical models have been used to model stomatal 
responses, however these models cannot always capture nonlinear responses and their parameters are often 
difficult to measure. In this study various machine learning (ML) models were able to capture stomatal responses 
of multiple tree species. We showed that ML can be a useful tool for predicting stomatal response based on 
climate variables and species traits. A random forest model performed the best with an R2 of 75 %, compared to 
the empirical Ball-Berry stomatal conductance model (BWB) (R2 

= 41 %). In this study, the use of a combined 
dataset consisting out of data from multiple studies were successfully used, showcasing the use of data across 
studies. This also allowed for an ML model to be trained on 36 tree species from 5 forest biomes, from mea-
surements taken across 6 continents, instead of being limited to one species, increasing the versatility of the 
model. The importance of species-specific stomatal responses was highlighted, with the drought strategies used 
by plants significantly influencing stomatal responses and predictions. ML models were able to capture these 
trends parsimoniously without prior knowledge of the underlying physiology of the tree species. The quality of 
combined datasets are however still not desirable, and long-term data collection using standardized measuring 
protocols are required to increase the strength of ML models. Data taken across different climatic regions and 
vegetation types can also help improve the adaptability of ML models. Regardless of limitations on data 
accessibility, ML shows promise in modelling plant responses to changes in climate. Focus on the use of ML 
together with traditional models can help give further insight into various ecological mechanisms.   

1. Introduction 

Greater evaporative demand due to increasing temperature, in con-
cert with decreased soil water availability during more frequent or 
intensive droughts (Pachauri and Mayer, 2014) will increase tree stress 
and can ultimately be expected to reduce forest productivity (Anderegg 
et al., 2013; Park Williams et al., 2013). In order to properly predict 
these changes, accurate models of plant responses to water limitations 
and other environmental changes are therefore becoming increasingly 
important for effective forest management (Chen et al., 2020). 

Stomatal closure is one of the main mechanisms that plants use to 
mitigate drought-induced physiological stress (Buckley, 2017; Silva 

et al., 2004; Sperry et al., 2002). Stomatal closure, however, also de-
creases CO2 uptake and reduces photosynthetic productivity (Xiong and 
Nadal, 2020). Stomatal regulation can play an important role in how 
plants respond to environmental stress, with stomatal closure often 
being used as an indication of plant stress during drought (Blonquist 
et al., 2009; Martin-StPaul et al., 2017). Modelling stomatal regulation 
can help improve our understanding of how trees and forests respond to 
their environment, especially as stomata are sensitive to many envi-
ronmental parameters (Damour et al., 2010). 

Traditionally, empirical models, such as the Ball-Berry (BWB) model, 
have been used to model stomatal conductance (gsw), however these 
models are limited to prior experimental work focussing on how plants 
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would respond to different environmental variables (Ball et al., 1987; 
Jarvis, 1976; Macfarlane et al., 2004; Monteith, 1995). Parameters used 
in empirical models are also difficult to quantify, as they are determined 
through regression analysis or curve fitting on existing datasets and 
cannot be directly measured (Hastie et al., 2001). These models, 
therefore, run the risk of not fully capturing stomatal responses when 
used for datasets where the parameterization domain changed; for 
example measurements in different climatic conditions, compared to the 
datasets on which these models were developed (Jung et al., 2001; 
Powell et al., 2013; Trugman et al., 2018). Empirical models also 
struggle to capture responses when multiple factors are included (Chen 
et al., 2020; Damour et al., 2010). Besides empirical models, 
process-based approaches have also been proposed to model stomatal 
responses, as the parameters used are related to plant traits (Sperry 
et al., 2017). Process-based models are, however, still not widely used as 
many of the parameters are difficult to measure and not widely available 
for many species (Choat et al., 2012; Sabot et al., 2020). 

An important development in predicting plant responses over the last 
few years has been the increasing use of machine learning (ML) ap-
proaches (Chen et al., 2020; Johnson et al., 2016; Kurz et al., 2009; Liu 
et al., 2018; Pan et al., 2020; Papalem and Valentini, 2003; Périé and de 
Blois, 2016; van Klompenburg et al., 2020). ML models have been 
widely shown to improve predictions, especially when multiple envi-
ronmental factors are included (Elavarasan and Vincent, 2020; Ellsäßer 
et al., 2020; Houshmandfar et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2018; Silva et al., 
2019; van Klompenburg et al., 2020; Vitrack-Tamam et al., 2020). In 
forest science, the use of ML models has also been increasing as they are 
more adaptable than traditional approaches and can assist with making 
more rapid decisions in forest management (Liu et al., 2018). For 
example, ML models have been used to predict species distribution in 
response to changes in climate (Benito Garzón et al., 2008; Périé and de 
Blois, 2016; Vaca et al., 2011) and to model carbon cycles (Kurz et al., 
2009; Papalem and Valentini, 2003; Tramontana et al., 2016, 2015), 
with ML working well even when combined with process-based models 
(Shoemaker and Cropper, 2010). 

ML is, however, still not widely used to model fine-scale physiolog-
ical processes like transpiration rate and stomatal response to environ-
mental shifts (Ellsäßer et al., 2020; Houshmandfar et al., 2021; Liu et al., 
2018; Pan et al., 2020; Vitrack-Tamam et al., 2020). One of the main 
limitations to applying ML to these problems is the availability of suit-
able datasets for training (Silva et al., 2019). This problem was high-
lighted in recent studies where ML was used to model gsw only on cotton 
and palm trees (Ellsäßer et al., 2020; Vitrack-Tamam et al., 2020) which 
significantly reduced the versatility of these models to predict stomatal 
responses outside of the two tested regions and plant species. Further-
more, Elläßer et al. (2020) struggled with prediction accuracy, relating it 
back to insufficient datasets containing concurrent gsw measurements 
and remotely sensed spectral and meteorological measurements. 

There is also limited information available regarding how ML models 
compare to traditional models of stomatal conductance such as the Ball- 
Berry model, especially when more than one plant species is included. 
Previous ML models also focussed on training individual models for 
individual species, rather than aiming for one model that learns from the 
data of many different species (Ellsäßer et al., 2020; Houshmandfar 
et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2018; Pan et al., 2020; Vitrack-Tamam et al., 
2020). There is wide variability between plant physiological traits, 
which can significantly influence how different species respond to 
environmental changes. For that reason it is important to develop 
models over a wide range of species and plant functional types (Smith 
and Dukes, 2013). 

In light of these issues, we report here the results of a study that 
aimed to develop a global model for predicting stomatal responses of 
multiple tree species across various forest biomes. The aim of the 
research was to (1) evaluate the use of various ML models to predict 
stomatal responses of multiple tree species, (2) compare the perfor-
mance of ML model predictions to the empirical Ball-Berry model for 

stomatal conductance (Ball et al., 1987) and (3) evaluate the use of 
compiled datasets of gsw measurements from different studies. 

2. Methods 

Described here is the dataset used, variable selection, training, and 
testing of models as well as the approach for assessing model accuracy 
(Fig. 1). 

2.1. Stomatal conductance measurements and datasets 

Existing datasets of stomatal conductance (gsw: mol m− 2 s− 1) mea-
surements with concurrent measurements of various environmental 
parameters were used for this study. These datasets were identified in 
the review by Anderegg et al. (2018), and are accessible via the “Fig-
share Repository” with DOI 10.6084/39.figshre.6066449 (Anderegg, 
2018). In addition, gsw measurements from a 6-week drought-recovery 
study, where measurements were taken for E. grandis X camaldulensis 
and E. urophylla X grandis were included (Saunders et al., unpublished 
data). Access to the complete gsw dataset including code for model 
development can be found at https://github.com/altazietsman/ 
ML-stomatal-conductance-models.git. The overall compiled dataset 
consists out of 4202 measurements across 36 different species (Table 1). 

2.2 Data analysis 

The use in our study of a combined datasets from multiple studies 
allowed for a ML model that was trained on 36 different species, across 5 
forest biomes and 6 continents (Fig. 2) representing a wide range of 
environmental conditions. 

The first step during model development was selecting appropriate 
predictor variables, with one of the main limitations being the avail-
ability of data. All data used in this study were compiled from a litera-
ture search done by Anderegg et al. (2018), with the exception being 
data for E. grandis X camaldulensis and E. urophylla X grandis. Since data 
came from various studies that used different experimental designs, 
environmental variables that were the most common across all the 
datasets were used as predictor variables. These variables included 
incoming solar irradiation (Solar: W/m2), volumetric soil water content 
(SWC: m3/m3) and the vapour pressure deficit (VPD: kPa) (Fig. 3). 
Limited information regarding plant physiological traits was available 
for the species in the compiled dataset. It was therefore decided to 
include species names as the only categorical variable (Table 1). Missing 
values seen in the SWC measurements were replaced with soil water 
content values calculated based on the predawn leaf water potential as 
calculated using the van Genuchten model (van Genuchten, 1980). 
Missing values were not seen in any of the other parameters. 

Dummy variable encoding was used to transform the species names 
into binary variables. Every species name was encoded to an (n-1)- 
dimensional binary feature vector, where n is the number of species. 
Outliers with a z-score (how many standard deviations a data observa-
tion is from the mean) of more than 3 was removed from the dataset. 

All predictor variables were standardized before model develop-
ment. Data were randomly split into a training and testing dataset with a 
ratio of 80:20 (80 % of data used for training and 20 % of data used for 
testing). Various ML models were trained on the compiled dataset with 
gsw as the main output and environmental variables and species names 
used as the predictor variables. 

2.3. Models 

Focus was given to test some of the most used models for predicting 
plant responses to environmental variables seen within the literature. 
These included Random Forest models (RF) since this model is often 
used in other studies and the model does not make any assumptions 
regarding the relationship between dependent and independent 
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variables or the distribution patterns of data (Breiman, 2001). A Deci-
sion Tree (DT) was also tested since random forest models are ensembles 
of decision trees. Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) was used as the 
baseline model to compare all other ML models to. The same training 
dataset was used for all models with no additional data processing 
taking place. 

We constructed 3 machine learning models to predict gsw. The gsw 
data was randomly split into a training and testing dataset with a ratio of 
80:20 (80 % of data used for training and 20 % of data used for testing). 
The following machine learning models were constructed on the 
training data using 5-fold cross-validation: MLR, DT and RF. For the DT 
and RF model no restriction was put on the depth of trees and nodes 
were allowed to expand until it consisted out of one observation (also 
considered as pure). The default quality criterion for a data split, Gini 
Impurity, was used during model development (Pedregosa et al. 2011). 
The criterion splits observations into separate nodes by measuring the 
probability of incorrect classification of an observation and splitting 
observations to minimize that probability (Pedregosa et al., 2011). The 
default settings, as specified in the Scikit-learn library, were used for all 
other hyperparameters within the DT and RF. The number of trees in the 
RF models were limited to 100. 

During the 5-fold cross-validation, the training data was randomly 
divided into 5 subsets, where random combinations of 4 subsets were 
used to make predictions for the 5th subset. To help reduce model 
variance and bias, two ensemble methods (bagging and bootstrap 
aggregating) were used with RF as the base model. All results were 
aggregated. During model development the open-source Scikit-learn li-
brary for Python was used, which allows for easy use of various ML al-
gorithms (Pedregosa et al., 2011). 

Since all species are not equally represented, which can lead to 
model bias, a RF model was also trained on only species that had 100+
observations within the dataset and the model performance was evalu-
ated against the model performance when all species were included in 
the training set. 

2.4. Empirical Ball-Berry stomatal conductance 

All ML model performances were compared against the empirical 
Ball-Berry stomatal conductance model, which is widely used to model 
plant responses (Ball et al., 1987; Miner et al., 2017). Stomatal 

conductance could be calculated as follow: 

gsw = g0 + ga
Anet⋅RH

Ca  

where g0 and ga are parameters fitted to the data, Anet is net photosyn-
thesis, Ca is the CO2 concentration at leaf surface and RH is relative air 
humidity. If available in the dataset, photosynthesis measurements were 
used, otherwise photosynthesis was calculated using the biochemical 
photosynthetic model developed by Farquhar et al. (1980). The fitted g0 
and ga model parameters were optimized through a grid search to 
minimize mean absolute error between the measured and predicted gsw 
on the training dataset only. 

2.4. Model performance and statistical analysis 

The prediction accuracy for all ML models were evaluated first 
during the cross-validation and then again using the independent testing 
dataset, which was not seen during the model training phase. Before ML 
model training, all predictor variables were standardized. The Ball-Berry 
stomatal conductance model with optimized fitted parameters was only 
tested once against the independent testing data. 

Model predictions were compared to actual measurements within 
the testing dataset and evaluated using the root mean square error 
(RMSE). The R2 values were also used to describe the variance seen 
between the predicted and measured gsw measurements. To determine 
how the size of the training data affected model outputs, an RF model 
was trained on training datasets of different sizes. The R2 values were 
calculated for the RF model performance as the size of the training data 
increased. 

The features (predictor variables) that had the most significant 
impact on model performance were extracted. The coefficients of the 
MLR model, which show the slope of the linear relationship between 
each predictor variable and dependent variable, were used to determine 
feature importance of predictor variables. The Gini impurity score, 
which was used to split data observations, was used to determine the 
feature importance of the predictor variables for DT as well as RF 
(Pedregosa et al., 2011). A hierarchical clustering was used to cluster 
stomatal observation of species in responses to environmental changes. 
The Euclidean distance metric was used as a measure of dissimilarity 

Fig. 1. Modelling flowchart for predicting stomatal 
response to environmental variables. The environ-
mental variables used as predictor variables include 
vapour pressure deficit (VPD), volumetric soil 
water content (SWC) and incoming solar irradiation 
(Solar). Species names were included as the only 
categorical predictor variable. The following 
models were trained and tested: multiple linear 
regression (MLR), decision trees (DT) and random 
forest (RF). Bagging (bootstrap aggregating) and 
boosting were used as ensemble methods. Models 
were evaluated using root mean square error 
(RMSE) and statistical metrics.   
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between observations. 
Pearson correlation was used to determine if gsw measurements 

were significantly correlated to any of the climate variables. This was 
done after data were standardized. 

3. Results 

3.1. Environmental predictors 

3.1. Stomatal response predictions 
Comparing model predictions with the independent testing dataset 

used for model validation, showed that all ML models performed better 
at predicting gsw for multiple species compared to the empirical BWB 
model. The R2 for the BWB model was 41 %, compared to 77 % for the 
boosting ensemble model with RF used as the base learner, which was 
the best performing model. The output accuracy of all ML models was 
compared with the MLR model used as the baseline model. Model pre-
dictions were tested on an unseen testing dataset, which contained 20 % 
of the data observations randomly selected from the original dataset. 
Fig. 4 shows the predicted versus actual measurements, with a 1:1 ratio 
line added to better compare model predictions. 

The MLR model was not able to successfully predict the stomatal 
responses of various plant species based on climate variables (Fig. 4). 
The MLR model only explained 56 % of the variance seen. A similar 
trend was seen with the DT model, which explained 54 % of the variance 
seen (Fig. 4). The RMSE values for both the MLR and DT models were 
0.096 mol m− 2 s− 1 and 0.098 mol m− 2 s− 1, respectively (Table 2). 

The RF model explained 75 % of the model variance and achieved an 
RMSE of 0.072 mol m− 2 s− 1, which decreased to 0.071 mol m− 2 s− 1 with 
the boosting ensemble model that used RF as the base learner model. 
Both ensemble models that used the RF model as the base learner per-
formed well, explaining more than 75 % of the variance seen (R2 of 
boosting model: 76 %, R2 of bagging model: 75 %). 

The accuracy of model predictions increased as the training data size 
increased. The R2 value increased from 66 % to 79 % as the training 
dataset increased from 840 data observations to 3781 data observations. 

When assessing model accuracy per forest biome, model predictions 
were more accurate for trees within the Broadleaf Deciduous Temperate, 
Needleleaf Evergreen Temperate and Broadleaf Evergreen Temperate 
biomes (R2 = 81 %) compared to model predictions for trees in the 
Tropical Deciduous (R2 = 35 %) and Tropical Evergreen biomes (R2 = 69 
%) (Fig. 5). 

Since we used a compiled dataset, certain species were underrepre-
sented during the training phase of the models. To ensure that the 
trained model was not biased towards species that had better repre-
sentation in the dataset, an RF model was also trained on a dataset that 
only included species with 100 + observations. The R2 was reduced from 
75 % to 68 % when the model only included well-represented species. 
However, RMSE remained the same whether the training data included 
all species or only well-represented species (RMSE: 0.0.72). 

3.3. Importance of environmental predictors 

The Pearson correlation showed that there was a significant positive 
correlation between gsw and SWC (r = 0.365, t = 25.446, p < 0.001). 
There was a significant negative correlation between gsw and VPD (r =
-0.364, t= -25.323, p < 0.001), as well as between gsw and Solar (r =
-0.238, t = -15.889, p < 0.001). 

In the MLR model, the most important environmental feature influ-
encing model performance was SWC (Table 3). The top environmental 
feature that had the most influence on model performance for the DT 
and RF models was SWC (Table 3). 

Eucalyptus globulus, Populus balsamifora, E. urophylla X grandis, E. 
grandis X camaldulensis and Q. douglassi emerged in this dataset as the top 
five species that had stomatal behaviour that was out of the ordinary. 
The Gini impurity score for these species varied from 0.045 to 0.125, 

Table 1 
List of tree species included in training dataset together with the number ob-
servations within the dataset, biomes of trees, continent where measurements 
were made as well as the common names of trees. The biomes are as follow: 
Broadleaf Deciduous Temperate (BDT), Tropical Evergreen (TPE), Tropical De-
ciduous (TPD), Broadleaf Evergreen Temperate (BET) and Needleleaf Evergreen 
Temperate (NET).  

Species name Common Name N of 
observations 

Biomes Continent 

Acer campestre Field Maple 41 BDT Europe 
Acer pseudoplatanus Sycamore Maple 39 BDT Europe 
Alphitonia excelsa Red Ash/ Soap 

Tree 
173 TPE Australia 

Anacardium 
excelsum 

Wild Cashew 14 TPE North 
America 

Annona hayesii Hayes’ Custard 
Apple 

46 TPE North 
America 

Astronium graveolens Glassywood 91 TPE North 
America 

Austromyrtus 
bidwillii 

Python Tree 35 TPE Australia 

Brachychiton 
australis 

Broad-leaved 
Bottle Tree 

100 TPD Australia 

Bursera simaruba Copperwood 101 TPD North 
America 

Carpinus betulus European 
Hornbea, 

48 BDT Europe 

Cavanillesia 
platanifolia 

Bongo/ 
Macondo 

41 TPD North 
America 

Cochlospermum 
gillivraei 

Kapok 75 TPD Australia 

Cojoba rufescens - 319 TPE North 
America 

Cordia alliodora Spanish Elm 18 TPD North 
America 

Corylus avellana Common Hazel 35 BDT Europe 
Eucalyptus globulus Southern Blue 

gum 
73 BET Europe 

Eucalyptus grandis X 
camaldulensis 

Blue gum hybrid 252 BET Africa 

Eucalyptus urophylla 
X grandis 

Blue gum hybrid 252 BET Africa 

Ficus insipida - 14 TPE North 
America 

Fraxinus excelsior European Ash 40 BDT Europe 
Genipa americana Genipa 109 TPD North 

America 
Juniperus 

monosperma 
One-Seed 
Juniper 

576 NET North 
America 

Juniperus 
osteosperma 

Utah Juniper 34 NET North 
America 

Phillyrea angustifolia Narrow-leaved 
Mock Privet 

17 BET North 
America 

Picea abies Norway Spruce 544 NET Europe 
Pinus edulis Colorado 

Pinyon 
511 NET North 

America 
Pinus ponderosa Ponderosa Pine 146 NET Europe 
Pistacia lentiscus Mastic Tree 23 BET North 

America 
Populus balsamifora Balsam Poplar 29 BDT North 

America 
Populus tremuloides Quaking Aspen 43 BDT North 

America 
Prosopis velutina Velvet mesquite 23 BDT North 

America 
Quercus douglasii Blue Oak 166 BDT North 

America 
Quercus gambelii Gamble Oak 12 BDT North 

America 
Quercus ilex Evergreen Oak 110 BET North 

America 
Schefflera 

morototoni 
Matchwood 19 TPE North 

America 
Tapirira guianensis - 33 TPE North 

America  
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which highlighted the top 5 feature importance scores of all species. The 
importance of stomatal responses of these species were further high-
lighted with the hierarchical clustering, where the above-mentioned 
species were not clustered together with any other species, but rather 
clustered to their own branches. This was seen for all species, except for 
E. grandis X camaldulensis and E. urophylla X grandis which were clustered 
together on the same branch (Fig. 6). Q. gambelii was the only species 
that emerged as unique during the hierarchical cluster analysis, which 
did not have a high feature importance within the RF model. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. A global model for predicting stomatal responses 

In this study we presented findings of using a set of ML models to 
predict stomatal conductance. These outperformed the more tradition-
ally used empirical BWB model, even though model parameters for the 
BWB model were fitted to the dataset. This improvement is in all like-
lihood because plant responses to climate variables are not inherently 
linear (Alvarez, 2009; Cai et al., 2019), and ML methods are far more 
suited to capture these nonlinear responses (Cai et al., 2019; Kaul et al., 
2005; Li et al., 2007). We were able to successfully train models to 
predict stomatal responses of multiple species across 5 forest biomes, 
instead of focussing on only one species which is far more common 
(Ellsäßer et al., 2020; Houshmandfar et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2018; Pan 
et al., 2020; Vitrack-Tamam et al., 2020). As a result, this study was able 
to highlight that ML can be a viable solution to predict plant responses 

on a global scale. 
The developed model was trained on 36 different tree species from 

natural or managed forest biomes occurring on multiple continents and 
under very different conditions. The versatility of this type of model can 
help with improving simulations of gas exchange and carbon cycles, 
where empirical models are often used. The packaged model together 
with an example dataset is available for further testing and development 
and can be found at https://github.com/altazietsman/ML-stomatal-con 
ductance-models.git. 

4.2. Data availability and training: limitations and opportunities 

Although ML has been shown to increase prediction accuracy, the 
performance of ML models is dependent on the quality of data used 
during training. ML models require large training datasets across 
different environmental conditions to adequately predict plant re-
sponses (Houshmandfar et al., 2021; Papale et al., 2015; Tramontana 
et al., 2015, 2016); . This has been highlighted particularly as an issue to 
predict stomatal responses and transpiration rates (Ellsäßer et al., 2020). 
Difficulties in sample size as well as the need to have concurrent gsw 
responses and environmental variable measurements have been high-
lighted as one of the main limitations (Ellsäßer et al., 2020). The use of 
remote sensing to gather information such as normalized difference 
vegetation index (NDVI), photochemical reflectance index (PRI) and 
infrared temperature measurements of plant canopies can give further 
insight into stomatal responses and help improve predictions (Blonquist 
et al., 2009; Panda et al., 2014). 

Fig. 2. A map indicating the measurement areas for all datasets used in the study. Colour codes indicate the broad forest biome/type of each tree species measured at 
each study site. 
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A study done by Papale et al. (2015) further highlighted that data 
from more study sites, especially across different vegetation types and 
climatic regions, are required to accurately predict changes in global 
carbon cycles. Tramontana et al. (2016) also highlighted the need to 
increase data collection across various regions to ensure the adaptability 
of ML models. Access to suitable training datasets can also be improved 
through the sharing of data (Liu et al., 2018). In our study, for example, 
we used a dataset compiled from a literature review done by Anderegg 
et al. (2018). This resulted in measurements from 36 different species 
across 5 forest biomes. 

The use of combined datasets across species can however lead to 
class imbalance with observations not being equally distributed across 
all species/biomes. In that case, certain species would be underrepre-
sented in the compiled dataset, which is the case in this study, and can 
lead to the trained ML model being biased towards the most represented 
species (He and Garcia, 2009). It has, however, been suggested that 
ensemble methods as used in our study, can help with this class imbal-
ance problem (Galar et al., 2012). Although class imbalance can lead to 
model bias, the information gained from the underrepresented classes in 
the training dataset will generally still lead to prediction improvements 
for ML models (He and Garcia, 2009). This was evident in our study, 
with the ML model trained on a dataset that included all species out-
performing the ML model that was trained on a dataset where only 
species with 100+ observations were included. The value gained by 
including less represented species was further highlighted with the 
P. balsimifora feature variable having one of the highest Gini impurity 
scores, which is used to split data at nodes within decision trees, even 
though it was one of the least represented species in the dataset (with 
only 32 observations). 

Although data sharing can be an effective solution, the quality of 

shared data still poses many challenges. Different experimental designs 
and sampling rates make it difficult to compile datasets (Silva et al., 
2019) with many ML models developed for single studies only (van Dijk 
et al., 2021). This was true in our study, with missing values for some 
data observations. To increase the accuracy and strength of ML models, 
long-term data collection is required across multiple environmental 
conditions using standard measurement protocols (Pieruschka and 
Schurr, 2019). Within the forestry sector this is often difficult due to 
financial constraints, limitations of equipment, or equipment failure 
(Liu et al., 2018). Advances in ML can, however, solve some of these 
problems (Dahmen et al., 2019). Synthetically creating training data, 
based on parametric model simulations, can potentially solve the 
problem of access to suitable (in terms of quantity as well as quality) 
datasets (Dahmen et al., 2019). 

4.3. Statistical inference from ML-derived models 

Another limitation is that ML models do not lend themselves to 
standard statistical inference, making it difficult to get reliable confi-
dence parameters such as confidence intervals and p-values (Azodi et al., 
2020; van Dijk et al., 2021). ML models often act as a ‘black box’, where 
it is difficult to understand the internal logic within the model (Azodi 
et al., 2020). Incorporating prior knowledge of trends or correlations 
into ML models are therefore challenging, limiting the use of ML as a 
method to build on results from previous studies (van Dijk et al., 2021). 

It is also an important consideration that the use of ML models for 
ecological or forestry modelling remains dependent on the skill set of the 
user, with a level of programming experience required. The develop-
ment of various tools such as the open-source Scikit-learn library 
developed for Python (Pedregosa et al., 2011), which was showcased in 

Fig. 3. Mean with 95 % confidence intervals of soil water content, vapour pressure deficit and incoming solar irradiance used as predictor variables per biome.  
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Fig. 4. Predicted versus modelled stomatal conductance (mol m− 2 s− 1) for the following models Ball-Berry model (BWB): multiple linear regression (MLR), decision 
tree (DT), random forest (RF), bagging ensemble model with RF as base model (Bagging) and boosting ensemble model with RF as base model (Boosting). The 
regression slope (solid lines) and the 95% confidence intervals (dashed lines) are also included. 
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our study, makes the use of ML more accessible. Programming experi-
ence as well as a certain level of mathematical proficiency is however 
still needed to build efficient models, debug model parameters and 
prevent problems like overfitting (Liu et al., 2018). 

4.4. Predictor variables and differences between species 

In our study only three environmental variables were used, due the 
access and availability of datasets across different studies which is a 
potential shortcoming within our model. Although the environmental 
variables used during model training in this study were limited, we were 
still able to get good model predictions for stomatal conductance. 

Form these three environmental variables the most important envi-
ronmental features across all ML models were SWC and VPD. This se-
lection corresponds with other studies which used features relating to 

water availability (rainfall, SWC, etc.) (Kisi and Cimen, 2009; van 
Klompenburg et al., 2020). For gsw specifically, VPD, SWC and Solar 
were strongly linked to stomatal responses (Ellsäßer et al., 2020). This 
finding makes sense when considering that stomata are constantly trying 
to optimize between photosynthetic gain through carbon uptake while 
minimizing water loss (Xiong and Nadal, 2020). It can be argued that 
stomata have evolved to regulate photosynthesis as well as regulate or 
maintain the plant water status (Cowan and Farquhar, 1977). Temper-
ature should however also be considered when modelling stomatal re-
sponses since it affects both photosynthesis (Schulze and Hall, 1982) as 
well as transpiration rates which are connected to the water status of a 
plant, with both processes regulated by the stomates (Urban et al., 
2017). Other factors such as increased atmospheric CO2 should also be 
considered in light of climate change, since reductions in stomatal 
regulation has been observed with increases in atmospheric CO2 
(Bunce, 2004). 

Table 2 
Performance of model predictions for the following models: Ball-Berry model 
(BWB), multiple linear regression (MLR), decision tree (DT), random forest (RF), 
bagging ensemble model with RF as base model (Bagging) and boosting 
ensemble model with RF as base model (Boosting). RMSE (root mean square 
error) is given in model output units. R2 between measured and predicted var-
iables are also presented.  

ML model RMSE (mol m− 2s− 1) R2 

MLR 0.096 56% 
DT 0.098 54% 
RF 0.072 75% 
Bagging 0.073 75% 
Boosting 0.071 76% 
BWB 0.009 41%  

Fig. 5. Predicted versus modelled stomatal conductance (mol m-2 s-1) per forest biome for the Boosting Ensemble model with Random Forest as the base learner. 
Linear regression and 95 % confidence intervals are shown. 

Table 3 
The ranking of environmental features and their significance on model devel-
opment and predictions. For multiple linear regression (MLR), the coefficient (r), 
t-statistic (t) and p-values (p) are given. For the DT and RF models the Gini 
impurity score is given.   

MLR DT RF 

1. SWC r = 0.323, t = 20.517, 
p < 0.001 

0.255 0.233 

2. VPD r = -0.212, t = 15.428, 
p < 0.001 

0.169 0.231 

3. Solar r = 0.072, t = 5.711, 
p < 0.001 

0.103 0.101  
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It was clear from our results that some species exhibited unique 
stomatal responses, linked in some way to ecological or drought- 
avoidance strategies or underlying physiology. These species included 
all Eucalyptus species, two Quercus species as well P. balsamifora. The 
importance of these species’ stomatal responses was further highlighted 
by the cluster analysis. Eucalyptus species have high rates of photosyn-
thesis and growth (Whitehead and Beadle, 2004), which are accompa-
nied by high rates of stomatal conductance. A wide range of water use 
strategies have however been observed within Eucalyptus (Saadaoui 
et al. 2017) which can lead to unique stomatal responses. It is important 
to note that the only two Eucalyptus hybrids included in the study both 
clustered together. This could be related to a similar underlying physi-
ological response since both hybrids included E. grandis as part of the 
hybrid cross. 

The species that emerged with high feature importance in model 
predictions represented fast-growing tree species with high resource 
efficiency, which can be linked to their stomatal responses to drought. 
This was seen not only with the Eucalyptus species, but also the Quercus 
and Populus species (Abrams, 1990; Almeida-Rodriguez et al., 2010; Xu 
and Baldocchi, 2003). The stomatal responses seen of these species may 
be linked to these species choosing a drought tolerance strategy, which 
favours high stomatal conductance and growth rates during drought. 

The importance of these species-unique response was highlighted 
further when considering that the above-mentioned species were not 
even the most represented in the training data used for model devel-
opment. Stomatal responses between species can be unique, and data 
collected from a wide range of tree species can help improve model 
predictions, especially when the model is applied across multiple plant 
functional types, or groups where experimental data regarding their 

underlying physiology is lacking (Smith and Dukes, 2013). Traits asso-
ciated with the different species, including physiological and growth 
characteristics, and which have been important features in ML models 
(van Klompenburg et al. 2020) should also be taken into account. Hy-
draulic traits, such as vessel size and distribution, have been related to 
stomatal responses in plants (Bartlett et al., 2016; Brodribb and Hol-
brook, 2003; Fernandes et al., 2016) ; and should also be considered 
when modelling stomatal responses to climate. In our present study we 
captured these effects parsimoniously by using only species names as an 
additional effect in the models and captured species-level stomatal re-
sponses without necessarily having to understand the underlying phys-
iology. It is therefore clear that species-specific responses to water 
availability is important in understanding and modelling drivers of 
forest dynamics and should be included during model development. 

4.5. Stomatal responses and predictions per biome 

By using models relating to water availability, the ML model was 
able to predict stomatal responses for trees in the Broadleaf Deciduous 
Temperate, Broadleaf Evergreen Temperature as well as the Needleleaf 
Evergreen Temperate biomes. The model struggled however to make 
accurate predictions for species within the Tropical Deciduous and 
Tropical Evergreen biomes. This would suggest that more data is needed 
from these biomes to improve model predictions, or other variables such 
as temperature should also be considered when modelling stomatal re-
sponses for trees found in these two biomes. Although variables related 
to water availability have been shown to be one of the main drivers of 
forest dynamics (Zhao et al., 2021), it has been shown that a 40 % 
decrease in average growth of tropical forests can be expected due to 

Fig. 6. Dendogram indicating the hierarchical clustering of stomatal responses of all tree species included within the study. Species dedicated to their own clusters/ 
branches are highlighted in red. 
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increasing temperatures (Aubry-Kientz et al., 2019). This is important as 
increases in droughts as well as increases in temperature are predicted 
due to climate change (Pachauri et al., 2014). We expect that ML models 
including not only variables relating available water, but also temper-
ature can help to improve the prediction of forest responses to climate 
change. 

4.6. ML complementarity with process-based models 

Process-based models have been suggested as an alternative to 
modelling stomatal responses, since these models are based on physio-
logical principles with the model parameters being trait-based and 
therefore measurable (Sabot et al., 2020; Sperry et al., 2017; Wang et al., 
2019). These models are, however, not widely used since many of the 
parameters are difficult to measure (Sabot et al., 2020). The underlying 
mechanisms of stomatal responses are also not well known, limiting the 
use of models based on our understanding of plant physiology (Damour 
et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2019). 

Perhaps for this reason, most models for stomatal responses remain 
empirical or semi-empirical, but based to some extent on physiological 
principles combined with empirical functions (Damour et al., 2010). 
These models often focus on stomatal responses based on only one or 
two environmental variables, with many models focussing on the rela-
tionship between the availability of soil water and gsw (Jarvis, 1976; 
Macfarlane et al., 2004; Misson et al., 2004; Stewart, 1988). Although 
stomatal responses to environmental conditions have been studied 
extensively (Jarvis, 1976; Monteith, 1995), there are still knowledge 
gaps regarding the underlying mechanism driving stomatal responses 
(Damour et al., 2010). These models struggle to include multiple envi-
ronmental factors that might influence stomatal responses, with some 
environmental interactions not accounted for (Damour et al., 2010). 

ML provides an approach that can help overcome some of these is-
sues, bringing multiple environmental conditions together with physi-
ological plant characteristics to model stomatal responses. ML can also 
help to gain a better understanding of the underlying interactions 
behind stomatal responses and environmental variables (Liu et al. 2018, 
Silva et al. 2019, Elavarasan and Durairaj Vincent 2020, van Klom-
penburg et al. 2020). The ML models used in this study were focussed on 
making gsw predictions, rather than extracting information regarding 
the underlying mechanism which drives gsw. Regardless of this, the ML 
models were able to outperform the empirical BWB model and could 
therefore be used as a viable option to replace empirical models in larger 
systems. While ML can be an effective tool to model plant responses, 
traditional models for stomatal responses can still have the advantage 
that they give better insight into the underlying mechanisms and drivers 
of plant responses (Houshmandfar et al., 2021). There is, perhaps, a 
place for both approaches in this area of research. 

5. Conclusion 

In this study we were able to train a ML model to capture stomatal 
responses of multiple tree species across 5 different forest biomes, which 
increased the versatility of this model to be applied on a global scale. 
This study showed that ML can be a useful tool for predicting stomatal 
response based on climate variables and species traits, outperforming 
the empirical BWB model. ML shows potential for ecological modelling, 
however it is still not widely used with the access to suitable data often 
being one of the main limitations (Silva et al., 2019). In our study a 
combined dataset consisting out of data from multiple studies was suc-
cessfully used. The quality of combined dataset often lacks since mea-
surements are taken across multiple experimental designs and 
timescales, potentially leading to missing data points. To increase the 
strength of ML models, long-term data is required using standardized 
measuring protocols (Pieruschka and Schurr, 2019). Data taken across 
different vegetation types and climatic regions can also help improve the 
adaptability of ML models (Papale et al., 2015; Tramontana et al., 2015, 

2016); . In previous studies ML has been successfully combined with 
process-based models and empirical models (Houshmandfar et al., 2021; 
Shoemaker and Cropper, 2010). More focus on the use of ML together 
with traditional models can help give further insight into various 
ecological mechanisms. 
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Chapter 7: General conclusion 

 
 
Plants are constantly balancing a trade-off between water loss and carbon gain, a situation in which 

stomatal regulation constantly plays an important role (Xiong and Nadal 2020). There is increasing 

evidence that stomatal morphology and behaviour have evolved to optimise this trade-off (Sperry et 

al. 2017). Plant water supply, a major factor in understanding plant-level carbon sequestration, is, 

however, not only regulated by stomatal conductance, but also limited by a decrease in hydraulic 

conductance due to embolism formation (Tyree and Sperry 1988, Sperry et al. 1993). The reduction 

of xylem conductance due to embolism formation during drought cannot be directly regulated by 

the plant, although stomatal regulation can help prevent runaway cavitation (Sperry et al. 1993). 

 
This thesis explored the important question of how plants constantly balance the trade-off between 

water loss and carbon gain. Two major aspects were considered. First to understand the stomatal 

behaviour, which play a critical role in controlling the rate of water loss and carbon gain through 

CO2 uptake (Xiong and Nadal 2020), during drought and drought recovery. Second, the extent to 

which supply of water, a major factor in understanding plant-level carbon sequestration, is regulated 

by stomatal conductance as well as limited by a decrease in hydraulic conductance due to embolism 

formation (Tyree and Sperry 1988, Sperry et al. 1993). The research considered the drought 

strategies and drought recovery responses seen in two contrasting Eucalyptus hybrids, the role that 

stomatal and hydraulic characteristics played and finally on approaches to modelling the interaction. 

To that end, the research also compared widely used empirical approaches with machine learning 

models. 

 
Recovery of lost hydraulic capacity in eucalypt hybrids 

A wide range of drought strategies have been observed within Eucalyptus to help mitigate or reduce 

drought induced hydraulic failure (Saadaoui et al. 2017). Recovery of lost hydraulic conductance 

can also be an important mechanism used to avoid drought induced mortality, however many 

previous studies focussed on how plants avoid hydraulic failure (Pittermann et al. 2006, Gleason et 

al. 2016, Venturas et al. 2017, Barotto et al. 2018), with focus not always given to recovery 

strategies deployed by plants (Klein et al. 2018). Evidence of hydraulic recovery through refilling 

has been observed in E. Saligna (Choat et al. 2018), E. camaldulensis and E. tereticornis (Zeppel et 

al. 2019), however a more detailed analysis is still needed to determine if this phenomenon is 

observed throughout the Eucalyptus genus and how this is related to species-level drought 

strategies. 
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During this study both traditional hydraulic measurements and CT-scans were used to investigate 

the phenomenon of hydraulic recovery with in two Eucalyptus hybrids. Not withstanding the 

complexities inherent in interpreting the data, our results suggest that hydraulic recovery should be 

an important component to consider when assessing plant hydraulic strategies. Accordingly, it 

would be important to understand which taxonomic groups utilise refilling as a hydraulic strategy, 

in order to improve vegetation models. The effect of drought stress on production is highly linked to 

changes in hydraulic conductance and understanding the hydraulic recovery response of plants, will 

give further insight into the impact of drought on trees. 

 
Modelling the balance between risk and gain 

During drought conditions plants experience an increased loss of hydraulic conductance (Xiong and 

Nadal 2019), however plants can recover hydraulic conductance through refilling after drought. The 

timing and rate of embolism recovery should therefore be included when modelling plant responses. 

If embolism recovery takes place immediately after embolism formation at low water potentials, 

then embolism will recur immediately after recovery. It would therefore be more economical if 

embolism is only recovered when there is an increase in soil water potential. During this study, the 

use of a simplified gain-risk model was used to model stomatal responses at plant scale for two 

Eucalyptus hybrids. This is, to our knowledge, the first time this has been done on Eucalyptus. Our 

study also tested whether the inclusion of a partial/delayed recovery response would improve model 

predictions. 

 
This simplified gain-risk model performed well at predicting stomatal responses in both E. grandis 

X camaldulensis (GC) and E. urophylla X grandis (UG). Our inclusion of a delayed/partial 

hydraulic recovery component only slightly improved model predictions, however, and more focus 

should be given to understanding hydraulic recovery after drought. The gain-risk model has the 

benefit of being to a great extent process-based, with model parameters based on measurable plant 

characteristics (Venturas et al. 2018). This reduces the assumptions regarding parameterisation, 

giving it an advantage over more empirical models where model parameters are often difficult to 

quantify (Damour et al. 2010). Furthermore, the gain-risk model has only been tested on a limited 

amount of species (Venturas et al. 2018, Wang et al. 2019), and focus should be given to test the 

model on plants with various hydraulic traits and water-use strategies (Ciemer et al. 2019). More 

research is also needed to determine how photosynthetic and hydraulic traits might change over 

time and affect long-term predictions (Anderegg 2018a). 
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Machine learning methods for predicting stomatal conductance 

The increasing use of machine learning (ML) as an approach to modelling is rapidly gaining 

traction in a variety of fields (including plant physiology approaches) with shifts away from the use 

of more traditional empirical and process-based models, even for stomatal conductance (Papalem 

and Valentini 2003, Kurz et al. 2009, Johnson et al. 2016, Périé and de Blois 2016, Liu et al. 2018, 

Pan et al. 2020, Chen et al. 2020, van Klompenburg et al. 2020). ML models have been widely 

shown to improve predictions, especially when multiple environmental factors are included (Liu et 

al. 2018, Silva et al. 2019, Elavarasan and Vincent 2020, Vitrack-Tamam et al. 2020, van 

Klompenburg et al. 2020, Ellsäßer et al. 2020, Houshmandfar et al. 2021), and can also help make 

predictions of stomatal response without understanding the underlying physiology. They are 

however still not widely adapted to model fine-scale physiological processes like transpiration rates 

and stomatal response to environmental shifts, with one of the main limitations being the 

availability of suitable datasets. The ML models for stomatal conductance developed by other 

studies also only focused on modelling the response of one or two species in single study areas, 

limiting the versatility of these models (Vitrack-Tamam et al. 2020, Ellsäßer et al. 2020). In this 

thesis an important step was, therefore, to train a ML model to predict plant response on a global 

scale, across different forest biomes and for multiple tree species. The ML model outperformed the 

traditional Ball-Berry stomatal conductance model and was also able to capture species specific 

stomatal responses parsimoniously, without prior knowledge of the underlying physiology of each 

tree species. 

 
It is clear that ML can be a useful tool for predicting stomatal response based on climate variables 

and species traits, highlighting the potential of ML for ecological modelling. To increase the 

strength of ML models focus should however be given to collect long-term data using standardised 

measuring protocols (Pieruschka and Schurr 2019). Data taken across different vegetation types and 

climatic regions can also help improve the adaptability of ML models (Papale et al. 2015, 

Tramontana et al. 2015, 2016). 

 
Modelling plant responses in a changing climate 

The modelling of hydraulic and stomatal responses of plants during drought and drought recovery 

can help improve predictions of plant productivity (Menezes‐Silva et al. 2019). Although 

developments such as ML can help improve predictions and model plant response in a changing 

climate, traditional empirical models and process-based models still have the advantage that they 

give better insight into the underlying mechanisms and drivers of plant responses (Houshmandfar et 

al. 2021). These models are, however, still dependent on our understanding of the underlying 
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physiology and prior experimental work. But the discussion around modelling approaches needn’t 

be an “either-or” paradigm. Different approaches will inherently bring different strengths and there 

is, perhaps, a better way forward to use a combined approach in which ML models are used in 

conjunction with more traditional models and sophisticated process-based frameworks. 

 
An increase in drought-induced tree mortality which can be expected to have a significant impact 

on plant survival in a changing climate, has been found in several studies in the last few years 

(Anderegg, Plavcová, et al. 2013, Allen et al. 2015, McDowell et al. 2018, Hammond et al. 2019). 

Major increases in tree mortality are likely to have an impact on global carbon and hydrological 

cycles (Bonan 2008). Greater evaporative demand due to increasing temperature, in concert with 

decreased soil water availability during more frequent or intensive droughts (Pachauri et al. 2014), 

will increase tree stress and can ultimately be expected to reduce forest productivity (Park Williams 

et al. 2013, Anderegg, Anderegg, et al. 2013). In order to properly predict these changes, accurate 

models of plant responses to water limitations and other environmental changes are therefore 

becoming increasingly important for effective and sustainable forest management (Chen et al. 

2020). Understanding how hydraulic traits and stomatal regulation covary, can help model drought- 

induced tree mortality in a changing climate (Mcdowell et al. 2013). 
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